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Abstract

Zinc oxide is a wide band gap semiconductor material and finds broad application as

a transparent conductive oxide in electro-optical devices. Doped zinc oxide thin films

(e.g. Al:ZnO, B:ZnO) are established electrodes for thin film solar cell technologies, where

high quality films are routinely deposited by techniques such as magnetron sputtering

and chemical vapour deposition. As these techniques require high capital investments for

the vacuum equipment, the feasibility of replacing them with solution based, potentially

low-cost methods needs to be assessed. Chemical bath deposition (CBD) is therefore a

candidate approach as it enables the growth of transperent and conductive ZnO layers at

low temperature (<100 ◦C) on non-conductive and temperature sensitive substrates. The

aim of this thesis was the development of a CBD process for the deposition of transpar-

ent conductive zinc oxide thin films with opto-electronic properties comparable to those

prepared by conventional vacuum based methods.

Following its natural crystal habit, ZnO is prone to develop non-continuous, rod-like

arrays when grown in aqueous solution by CBD, making the deposition of dense and

conductive layers challenging. In the first part of the thesis (Chapter 3), a CBD pro-

cess is demonstrated that enables the deposition of dense aluminium doped zinc oxide

thin films with a visible transparency > 80 % and resistivities down to 3 x 10−3 Ωcm.

ZnO precipitation and layer growth is initiated by the decreasing stability of mixed zinc-

ammine-hydroxide complexes with increasing temperature. Dense, [0001] textured layers

are grown by adding citrate as a structure directing agent (SDA), combined with the ad-

justment of the pH to ∼ 11.1 in order to ensure the effectiveness of functional groups of

citrate in coordinating Zn ions. Aluminium is most effectively incorporated by supplying

ix
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Al gradually during the CBD process, enabling undisturbed ZnO growth in the early pro-

cess stage, while maintaining an overall high dopant incorporation (∼ 0.6 at.%). After a

UV treatment, the layers exhibit carrier densities up to 2 × 1020 cm−3 for CBD AZO and

mobilities up to 20 cm2V−1s−1 for non-intentionally-doped (n-i-d) ZnO.

The electronic transport in as deposited CBD ZnO layers is grain boundary limited and

the conductivity increases by a factor of ∼ 103 upon post depostition UV light exposure,

caused by the desorption of chemisorbed adsorbates (CxOyHz) at grain boundaries and

on the surface, that leads to an increase in the carrier density and mobility. Chapter

4 presents a systematic investigation of the influence of physical parameters such as il-

lumination wavelength, photon irradiance and sample temperature on the UV induced

conductivity transients in chemical bath deposited ZnO thin films. The extent of illumi-

nation induced conductivity changes starts to increase gradually between ∼546 nm and

365 nm wavelength exposure, while the largest conductivity increase (factor of ∼103) is

found for the wavelength energies above the optical bandgap. If the film thickness exceeds

the UV radiation penetration depth significantly, the conductivity can most effectively be

increased by exposing the films to wavelengths situated in the Urbach tail of ZnO at ∼

365nm, providing sufficient absorption while still penetrating the whole layer to desorb

charged species at grain boundaries located deep in the layer. UV illumination decomposes

citrate impurities in CBD ZnO, but the residual carbon compounds are not effectively

removed from the bulk part of the layer (Chapter 5). Exposure to humid atmosphere

decreases the electrical conductivity of CBD ZnO, which is caused by the chemisorption

of environmental oxygen species and the formation of zinc carbonate.

Thin film solar cells are envisaged as the main field of application for CBD ZnO layers.

In the last part of the thesis, the compatibility of the CBD ZnO layers with Cu(In,Ga)Se2

(CIGS) and organic (OPV) solar cells was evaluated and the performance compared to

reference layers deposited by magnetron sputtering. The CBD solution chemistry and pro-

cessing conditions are compatible with the CIGS substrate, thus there is no fundamental

process related restriction for the application in CIGS solar cells. A maximum photovoltaic

energy conversion efficiency of 17.7 % is achieved for a CIGS solar cell with a CBD ZnO

front contact, which is 1 abolute % lower than the reference cell with a sputtered AZO
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front contact. The losses are mainly attributed to increased free carrier absorption for the

CBD ZnO front contact in the near infrared, reducing the short circuit current of the solar

cell. Given the slightly lower performance, the larger variability and the significantly lower

environmental stability of the CBD ZnO front contact, further CBD process improvements

are necessary in order to achieve a viable replacement for the sputtered AZO front contact.





Zusammenfassung (Abstract in German)

Zinkoxid ist ein Halbleiter mit hoher Bandlücke und wird als transparentes, elektrisch

leitfähiges Oxid in optoelektronischen Bauelementen eingesetzt. Dotierte Zinkoxid Schich-

ten (z.B. Al:ZnO, B:ZnO) werden üblicherweise mit Vakuum-basierten Methoden wie Mag-

netronsputtern und chemischer Gasphasenabscheidung aufgetragen. Da diese Methoden

signifikante Investitionen in Vakuum-Anlagen erfordern, sollte die Möglichkeit sie mit einer

nasschemischen und potenziell günstigeren Beschichtungsmethode zu ersetzen geprüft wer-

den. Die Chemische Badabscheidung (CBA) ist dafür eine geeignete Methode, da sie das

Wachstum von transparenten und leitfähigen Schichten bei tiefen Temperaturen (< 100◦C)

auf nichtleitenden und temperaturempfindlichen Substraten ermöglicht. Das Ziel dieser

Arbeit war die Entwicklung eines CBA Prozesses zur Abscheidung von transparenten und

leitfähigen Zinkoxidschichten mit optoelektronischen Eigenschaften vergleichbar mit denen

die über konventionelle Beschichtungsmethoden hergestellt wurden.

Zinkoxid ist aufgrund seines Kristallhabitus geneigt während der chemischen Badab-

scheidung in unzusammenhängenden, stabförmigen Kristallanordnungen zu wachsen, was

die Auftragung von leitfähigen Schichten anspruchsvoll macht. Im ersten Teil dieser

Arbeit (Kapitel 3) wird eine CBA Methode gezeigt, die die Abscheidung von dichten,

Aluminium-dotierten ZnO Schichten mit einer Transparenz> 80% im sichtbaren Spektrum

und einem spezifischen Widerstand bis zu 3 × 10−3 Ωcm ermöglicht. Die Präzipitation

und das Wachstum von ZnO wird durch die verminderte Stabilität von [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y]

Komplexverbindungen mit zunehmender Temperatur verursacht. Der Zusatz von Citrat

ermöglicht das Wachstum von dichten ZnO Schichten mit [0001] Textur. Der pH Wert

der Lösung wird auf pH∼ 11.1 eingestellt, um die Effektivität von Citrat in der Koor-

xiii
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dination von Zn-Ionen und damit eine dichte Morphologie sicherzustellen. Aluminium

kann am effektivsten als Dotierungselement in die Schicht eingebaut werden, wenn es

wärend dem CBA Prozess graduell zur Lösung hinzugegeben wird. Dies ermöglicht ein

ungestörtes ZnO Wachstum in der Anfangsphase des Prozesses, während ein insgesamt

hoher Einbau von Al aufrechterhalten wird (∼ 0.6 at.% Al). Nach einer UV-Behandlung

erreichen die Schichten Ladungsträgerdichten bis zu 2 × 1020 cm−3 für CBA Al:ZnO und

Ladungsträgermobilitäten bis zu 20 cm2V−1s−1 für nicht absichtlich dotiertes CBA ZnO.

Direkt nach der Abscheidung ist der elektronische Transport in CBA ZnO Schichten

limitiert durch Defekte an den Korngrenzen. Die Leitfähigkeit der Schichten nimmt um

einen Faktor ∼103 zu, wenn sie mit UV-Licht behandelt werden, verursacht durch die

Desorption von chemisorbierten Adsorbaten (CxOyHz) an den Korngrenzen und auf der

Oberfläche, was zu einer erhöhten Ladungsträgerdichte und Mobilität führt. Kapitel 4

zeigt eine systematische Untersuchung des Einflusses von physikalischen Parametern wie

Wellenlänge, Beleuchtungsstärke und Probentemperatur auf die beleuchtungsinduzierten

Leitfähigkeits-Transienten in CBA ZnO Schichten. Das Ausmass der durch Beleuchtung

induzierten Leitfähigkeitszunahme steigt langsam an im Wellenlängenbereich von 546 nm

bis 365 nm. Die grösste Leitfähigkeitszunahme (Faktor ∼ 103) wird für Wellenlängen ober-

halb der optischen Bandlücke verzeichnet. Falls die die Schichtdicke signifikant grösser ist

als die Eindringtiefe der UV-Strahlung, kann die Leitfähigkeit am effektivsten durch Be-

strahlung mit Wellenlängen im Urbachtail-Bereich (∼ 365 nm) von ZnO erhöht werden,

wobei eine genügend hohe Absorption ermöglicht wird während die Strahlung weiterhin

in die ganze Schicht eindringt um die Desorption von geladenen Adsorbaten die an Ko-

rngrenzen tief in der Schicht lokalisiert sind zu ermöglichen. UV-Bestrahlung zersetzt

Citrat Verunreinigungen aber entfernt die verbleibenden Verbindungen nicht effektiv aus

der Schicht (Kapitel 5). In feuchter Umgebung nimmt die elektrische Leitfähigkeit von

CBA ZnO stetig ab, aufgrund von Chemisorption von Sauerstoffverbindungen und der

Bildung von Zinkcarbonat.

Dünnfilm-Solarzellen sind als Anwendungsgebiet für CBA ZnO Schichten vorgesehen.

Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Vereinbarkeit von CBA ZnO Schichten mit Cu(In,Ga)Se2

(CIGS) und organischen Solarzellen evaluiert und die Leistung mit AZO Referenz-Schichten,
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die durch Magnetronsputtern abgeschieden wurden, verglichen. Es wird gezeigt, dass die

CBA Prozessbedinungen kompatibel mit den CIGS Substraten sind und dass folglich keine

fundamentale Einschränkung gegenüber der Anwendbarkeit in CIGS Solarzellen vorliegt.

Ein Solarzellen-Wirkungsgrad von 17.7 % wurde erreicht für eine CIGS Zelle mit einer

CBA ZnO Elektrode, was ungefähr ein Effizienzprozent tiefer ist als die Referenzzelle

mit einer gesputterten AZO Elektrode. Die Verluste können hauptsächlich der erhöhten

Absorption von Licht durch freie Ladungsträger in der CBA ZnO Elektrode zugeordnet

werden, was zu einem reduzierten Kurzschlussstrom der Solarzelle führt. Angesichts der

verminderten Leistung und der signifikant tieferen Stabilität in feuchter Umgebung ist die

CBA ZnO Elektrode im jetzigen Zustand keine geeignete Alternative für die gesputterte

AZO Elektrode in CIGS Solarzellen.





1 Introduction

1.1 Transparent conductive oxides

Transparent conductive oxides (TCO) are metal oxide semiconductors that combine a low

electrical resistivity ρ with a high optical transparency T . Based on this unique property

they find broad application in areas such as display technology, energy efficient windows,

thin film photovoltaics, smart windows and emerging transparent thin film transistors. Tin

doped indium oxide (Sn:In2O3, ITO) is the TCO with the lowest resistivity on commercial

scale (ρ = ∼1-2 x 10−4 Ωcm [1]) and takes a predominant market position for applications

in opto-electronic devices. As indium is a rare metal and subject to high price fluctua-

tions as well as supply concerns [2], there is a significant driving force to replace it with

transparent electrodes consisting of earth abundant elements. Well established alternative

materials include SnO2 or ZnO based TCO [3–5] and technologies based on periodic metal

grids [6], thin metal films [7] and amorphous multi-component TCO [8].

The conductivity σ of a TCO can be expressed by the carrier density and mobility µ

according to the relation:

σ = σe + σh = q(nµe + pµh) = 1/ρ (1.1)

where n/p are the electron/hole density and q is the elementary charge. For most appli-

cations, TCO are degenerately doped with native and extrinsic defects, leading to carrier

densities in the order of n ∼ 1019 − 1021 cm−3. Table 1.1 summarizes dopant elements in

the technologically most relevant, non-amorphous TCO. Extrinsic donor type dopants are

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

introduced by cation or anion substitution (e.g. AlZn, FO). They contribute to the carrier

density together with native donor defects such as oxygen vacancies (VO) and metal ion

interstitial (Mei), though there is an ongoing debate on the energy of formation as well

as the energy level position of native defects in the respective metal oxides and therefore

also the extent of their contribution to the carrier density [9–13]. In this context it has

been argued that the main carrier density contribution in nominally undoped layers often

comes from unintentional hydrogen doping and not from native defects [14, 15]. P-type

Table 1.1: Doping elements in conventional n-type TCO
Material ZnO In2O3 SnO2

Bandgap at RT ∼ 3.4 eV [16] ∼ 3.7 eV [17] ∼ 3.6 eV [18]
Extrinsic dopants Al, Ga, B, In, Y, Sc, F, V,

Si, Ge, Ti, Zr, Hf, H [14,19]
Sn, Ge,Mo, F, Ti, Zr, Hf,
Nb, Ta, W, Te, H [15,19],

Sb, F, As, Nb, Ta, H [14,19]

Native donor defects VO [13], Zni [9] VO [11] Sni, VO [10, 12]

TCO with comparable properties to the n-type counterparts in Table 1.1 would be highly

desirable for devices such as light emitting diodes or transparent thin film transistors, yet

the currently known p-tpe metal oxides (e.g. CuAlO2) significantly lack in performance

(typically µ < 1 cm2V−1s−1, p < 1018 cm−3) as well as transparency [20,21].

The carrier mobility depends on the average scattering time τ and effective mass m∗:

µ = qτ

m∗
(1.2)

Charge carrier scattering times are controlled by material defects (e.g. ionized impurities)

and potential fluctuations through lattice distortions (e.g. acoustic and optical phonons)

[22]. The most important mobility limitations in polycrystalline TCO arise from grain

boundaries and impurities [23]. Traps at the grain boundary lead to the accumulation of

charges and the formation of potential barriers that hinder charge transport across grain

boundaries (grain boundary scattering) [24, 25], while the intragrain mobility of highly

doped layers (n >∼ 1019) is ultimately limited by ionized impurities (ionized impurity

scattering).

The transmission window of a TCO is tuned to meet the requirements of the targeted

application, e.g. the human eye (visible light) or the solar spectrum. Figure 1.1 outlines
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the physical parameters that determine the transmission window. Transparency in the UV

range is controlled by the optical bandgap (I). Typical room temperature (RT) bandgap

values for TCO are above 3.0 eV (Table 1.1). Upon degenerate doping, the optical bandgap

can be significantly increased as the carrier density exceeds the density of states at the

conduction band edge, thereby shifting the absorption edge to higher energies, referred

to as Burnstein-Moss shift [26]. The transmission in the visible range (II) is limited by

reflection losses, interference fringes and absorption through defect states in the bandgap.

In the near infrared region (III and IV), the optical spectra can be modelled assuming

400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
0

20

40

60

80

100

T,
 R

, A
 (%

)

Wavelength (nm)

 Transmittance
 Re�ectance
 Absorptance

Figure 1.1: Transmittance (T), reflectance (R) and absorptance (A = 1-T-R) spectra of
a 450 nm thick magnetron sputtered Al-doped ZnO (AZO, n = 3.3 × 1020 cm−3 and µ =
23 cm2V −1s−1) layer on a soda lime glass substrate.

completely free electrons that oscillate in response to the electric field of the incoming

light (Drude Model, Lorentz oscillator of motion), which enables the the derivation of

a number of electro-optical parameters based on fits of the optical spectra [27]. One of

the key parameters in this analysis is the plasma frequency wp, which is defined as the

frequency where the real refractive index n equals the absorption coefficient k. The plasma

frequency indicates the transition between the high transparency region in the visible and

high reflectance in the infrared. For λ > λp nearly all incoming radiation is reflected (for

metals this shift occurs in the UV region due to the much higher carrier density). Figure

1.1 shows the onset of the reflection edge in region IV. Analytically, the plasma frequency
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shows a square root dependence on the carrier density:

wp =
√

nq2

ε0ε∞m∗
= 2π c

λp
(1.3)

Where ε∞ is the high frequency dielectric constant, ε0 = vacuum permittivity, m∗ =

effective mass, c = speed of light and λp = plasma wavelength. While the plasma frequency

correlates with the position of the free carrier absorption maximum (Amax ≈ 1.95 µm in

Figure 1.1), it cannot be directly assessed from a specific spectral feature in the spectra

(e.g. absorption maximum), but is derived from a fit of optical parameters. For the

example in Figure 1 the plasma wavelength is situated at ∼2.6 µm (assuming ε∞=3.85 [28]

and m∗=0.50me [29]). As the interaction of light with electrons is a localized process on

the nanometer scale, the intragrain carrier mobility (referred to as optical mobility) can

be assessed by optical measurements, which enables for example the separation ionized

impurity scattering (intragrain, optical measurements) and grain boundaries scattering

(intergrain, Hall measurements), if grain boundary scattering is the dominant mechanism

[30].

1.2 Solution processed ZnO thin films

Conventional deposition techniques for TCO include sputtering and chemical vapour depo-

sition (CVD) which require vacuum equipment. The replacement of the vacuum deposition

methods by solution-processed TCO has an intrinsic appeal, as solution processing sug-

gests low capital expenditure based on simple process equipment as well as compatibility

with a continuous roll-to-roll processing. Following this line, there has been an surge of

activity in recent years in the area of solution processed inorganic materials for electronic

devices [31–34]. However, the implementation of solution based processes in the industrial

production of electro-optical devices is yet limited or has failed due to process complexity,

despite the intrinsic picture of simplicity (e.g. company nanosolar [35]). The essential

drawback of solution processed layer lies in the fact that they typically show a high defect

density, which is essential to avoid for large scale production as it lowers product yield
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and performance [36].

In this work, the implementation of solution processed ZnO layers as a transparent

contact in thin film solar cells is targeted. As this includes the deposition on temperature

sensitive heterojunctions (e.g. Cu(In,Ga)Se2-CdS) as well as processing on flexible polymer

foil substrates, the deposition has to be conducted at low temperature throughout all

steps (<∼200 ◦C). Furthermore, the resulting layers need to be sufficiently transparent

(>80%) and conductive (at least ρ < 10−2 Ωcm). Several deposition approaches are shortly

reviewed in the following to assess their suitability in meeting these criteria.

1.2.1 Solution based deposition methods

The choice of deposition method is influenced by the envisaged application, taking into

account requirements with regard to the deposition temperature and/or compatibility of

the solution chemistry with the substrate. At the start of any deposition sequence (Fig-

ure 1.2) stands the formulation of a precursor that can be composed of true solutions

(e.g. dissolved metal salts), metal-organic solutions (e.g. sol, gel) or nanoparticle disper-

sions. For nanoparticle and sol gel based precursor solutions, spin and dip coating are

spray
 pyrolysis

electro-
deposition

chemical bath
deposition

spin
coating

inkjet
 printing

Precursor formulation: 
True solution, sol-gel, dispersed nanoparticles

Post deposition treatment:
Drying/annealing/sintering, UV/plasma treatment, photonic curing

Deposition methods:

dip
 coating

Figure 1.2: Selection of solution based methods for ZnO thin film deposition.

the most prominently applied coating methods and the preparation of transparent and
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conductive ZnO layers has been demonstrated [37–40]. Based on the nature of the pre-

cursor layer, high temperature post deposition heat treatments (T > 300 ◦C) are needed

to densify/sinter the layers and to remove residual organic impurities, which makes these

approaches incompatible with temperature sensitive substrates (Table 1.2).

True solutions can be deposited by spray deposition, where a precursor solution is atom-

ized to form droplets which are carried to a heated substrate,leading to the decomposition

of the precursor and the formation of the desired compound. Spray pyrolysis has been

broadly applied for the deposition of transparent conductive ZnO, and resistivities in the

order of 10−3 Ωcm were obtained, provided a high substrate temperature during the de-

position (>400◦C) [41] or a post deposition annealing step in reducing atmosphere [42].

Meyers et al. demonstrated the deposition of ZnO at low temperatures by ink jet print-

ing [43]. It is clear that it makes little sense to apply this approach for continous layers on

large area, yet for emerging technologies such as transparent thin film transistors (TFT)

it could be a key technology.

Beside the spin spray method introduced by Wagata et al. [44, 45], the direct growth

methods electrodeposition (ED) and chemical bath deposition (CBD) are currently the

only methods that enable the deposition of large grained, dense and conductive films at

temperatures <200 ◦C [46–49]. As electrodeposition requires a conductive substrate, the

method is only suitable for specific applications where a conductive substrate is present

[49]. CBD can be applied on any substrate as long as it is compatible with the solution

chemistry. Combined with the versatility in possible solution chemistry systems (Section

1.2.3), CBD is the chosen method for the thin film solar cell application targeted in this

work.

1.2.2 Post deposition treatments

To improve the conductivity of solution-processed layers, a high temperature post deposi-

tion treatment is typically applied, which has the function to densify/sinter the layer, to

remove residual organic impurities and/or to actively modify the surface/bulk composition

by annealing in reducing atmosphere. A high temperature (T > 200 ◦C) post deposition
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Table 1.2: Literature overview on solution processed ZnO TCO, comparison to vacuum
based deposition methods.

Method Precursor Processing Doping ρ [ Ωcm] ref.
Solution based methods

Spin coat. Zn-citr., EGBE 450 ◦C/H2 Al 7x10−3 [37]
Zn-citr., H2O 500 ◦C/H2 Al 3x10−3 [38]

Dip Coat. Zn(ac)2, EtOH 600 ◦C /N2 Al 2x10−2 [40]
Zn(ac)2, alcohol 400 ◦C /H2 Al,In 3x10−3 [39]

Spray pyr. Zn(ac)2, H2O, EtOH 376 ◦C/UV n-i-d 1x10−1 [50]
Zn(ac)2, H2O 470 ◦C/air Al 3x10−3 [41]
Zn(Cl)2,Zn(ac)2, H2O 340-480 ◦C/H2 n-i-d, H 1x10−3 [42]

Printing Zn(NO3)2,H2O,
iPrOH

150-500 ◦C /
N2,Ar

n-i-d - [43]

Spin-spray Zn(NO3)2,NH4OH,
H2O

90◦C/UV n-i-d 4x10−3 [45]

CBD Zn(NO3)2,NH4OH,
H2O

Hydrothermal/
250◦C

n-i-d ∼1x10−1 [51]

ZnO,NH4OH, H2O 300 ◦C/air Al 3x10−2 [52]
Zn(NO3)2,NH4OH,
H2O

<100 ◦C/Flash n-i-d 1x10−2 [53]

Zn(NO3)2,NH4OH,
H2O

100-450◦C Ga 7x10−3 [46]

ZnO,NH4OH,H2O <100 ◦C/UV Al 5x10−3 [47]

ED Zn(NO3)2, H2O 300◦C/air/UV Al,B >2 [54]
Zn(Cl)2, H2O <200 ◦C/air Cl 2x10−3 (a) [49]

Vacuum based methods

Sputtering ZnO,Al2O3 RT (b) Al 2x10−4 [55]
ZnO,Ga2O3 RT (b) Ga 5x10−4 [55]

CVD Zn(C2H5)2 ∼200◦C/H2
plasma

n-i-d 5x10−3 [56]

Zn(C2H5)2/B2H6 ∼200◦C B 1x10−3 [30]

PLD ZnO,Al2O3 ∼230◦C Al 9x10−5 [57]
(a) intragrain conductivity, derived from optical measurements
(b) substrate not intentionally heated
Abbreviation: n-i-d = non-intentionally-doped, RT = room temperature
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treatment cannot be applied on temperature sensitive substrates such as polymer foils and

CIGS solar cells. Therefore, alternative post deposition treatments such as UV illumina-

tion (photon energy > optical bandgap) [45, 47, 50], photonic curing [53] and hydrogen

plasma exposure [56,58] have been developed.

Given a dense morphology, a post deposition UV treatment can improve the electrical

conductivity of solution processed ZnO layers by up to a factor of ∼103. This effect

can be explained by the absorption photons above the optical bandgap that leads to the

formation of electron-hole pairs and subsequent neutralization and desorption of negatively

charged chemisorbed oxygen surface species, resulting in an increased carrier density in

ZnO thin films (Figure 1.3) [59–61]. Furthermore, the carrier mobility is increased due

to a reduction of potential barriers at the grain boundaries. UV induced conductivitiy

transients are most pronounced for samples with a high active surface area (e.g. nanowires

[62]) or samples that contain surface impurities such as hydrocarbon compounds and/or

hydroxides from processing (solution deposition [45, 47], chemical vapour deposition [56],

atomic layer deposition [63]).

En
er
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Illumination
hv > Eg

Adsorption of process 
related/ atmospheric 
oxygen species (CxOyHz)        

ESB(nsurf.)e-

Ads

e- gets trapped 
by physically adsorbed
acceptor 
--> chemisorption

bulksurface surface

h+

Ads-hv

free e-

hole is drawn to 
chemisorbed adsorbate
 --> neutralization
 --> desorption

CB

VB

Figure 1.3: Surface adsorption model for ZnO exposed to an environment contain-
ing reactive oxygen species and under illumination (Ads = Adsorbates, VB/CB = va-
lence/conduction band, ESB = surface barrier, nsurf. = net negative charges at the surface,
Eg = optical bandgap).
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1.2.3 Chemical bath deposition of ZnO thin films

Chemical bath deposition (CBD) is defined as the controlled heterogeneous nucleation and

growth of a compound on a substrate by a forced reaction between at least two reagants

in solution. The focus of this work lies on CBD of ZnO, a general introduction to CBD of

other compounds can be found in the book of G. Hodes [64].

For aqueous CBD of ZnO, a substrate activation ("seed layer") is often required to

ensure heterogeneous nucleation as well as the formation of homogeneous and adherent

layer. Sol gel based seed layers are therefore predominantly applied [51–53, 65] (Table

1.3). Most of these approaches use zinc acetate as a precursor which makes an annealing

step at temperatures > 250 ◦C (decomposition temperature of acetate [66]) imperative if

complete carbon removal is required. Seed layers can be applied at temperatures < 200
◦C either by using nanoparticles [46,67] or by activating the substrate with a low amount

of metal oxide-hydroxide impurities (e.g. Mn(O,OH) [68]).

Table 1.3: Examples for solution processed ZnO seed layers
Method Precursor Processing ref.
Spin coat. Zn(Ac)2,EGME,MEA 200-800◦C [69]
Dip coat. Zn(Ac)2,acetone, acetic acid, H2O, 450◦C [70]
Spin Coat. Zn(Ac)2, Ethanol, MEA >350 ◦C [65]
Immersion KMnO4,H2O,n-butanol 85 ◦C [68]
Spin coat. Zn(Ac)2,methanol,KOH (nanoparticles) 50◦C [67]
EGME = Methoxyethanol, MEA = Monotehanolamine

The CBD reaction kinetics is governed with solution parameters such as temperature,

pH and concentration of reactants. CBD of ZnO follows the general pathway:

dissolved zinc compound + xOH−
1
−→ Zn(OH)2

2
−→ ZnO + H2O (1.4)

The kinetics of reaction 1 in Equation 1.4 can be controlled by the stability of the dis-

solved Zn complex and the amount of available OH−, while reaction 2 is controlled by

the temperature. Depending on the kinetic limitation of reaction 1, one can categorize

the chemical bath deposition of ZnO in two routes. Within the anion limited release
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route, the deposition rate is determined by the slow release of OH− to a zinc salt solution.

Commonly, this is achieved by the thermal decomposition of hexamethylenetetraamine

(HMTA) to ammonia and formaldehyde [71].

(CH2)6N4 + 6H2O→ 6HCHO + 4NH3 (1.5)

Since Vayssieres et al. [72] demonstrated the growth of ZnO nanorods on SnO2 coated

glass substrates, the HMTA approach gained popularity and has been widely applied in

the following years [73]. While the growth of ZnO nanorods by CBD is a very appealing

based on its simplicity, an application for the resulting ZnO nanorod structures still needs

to be found.

In the cation limited release route , the reaction kinetics is determined by the stability

of a specific Zn-Ligand complex. Very often the ligand of choice is ammonia as it forms

stable complexes with zinc at room temperature. The thermodynamic stability of the zinc

ammine complexes decreases with increasing temperature, leading to a reduced Zn ion

solubility and precipitation at elevated temperature [74]. Ammonia serves as ligand as

well as a source of OH− through dissolution in water as a weak base:

NH3 +H2O 
 NH+
4 +OH− (1.6)

The logarithmic base dissociation constant of ammonia is pKb = 4.75 (or respectively

pKa(NH+
4 ) = 9.25 [75]) at 25 ◦C.

Precipitation of ZnO is initiated by heating a saturated zinc ammine solution to a

temperature of ∼60-90 ◦C where precipitation takes place over mixed zinc-hydroxide-

ammine complexes:

[Zn(NH3)x(OH)y]
(2+)−y + (2− y)OH− ∆


 Zn(OH)2(s) + xNH3 (1.7)
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followed by the condensation reaction:

Zn(OH)2(s)
 ZnO(s) + H2O (1.8)

The condensation reaction occurs in-situ as long as the deposition temperature exceeds ∼

70 ◦C [76].

In ammonia solution, ZnO crystals tend to grow as extended rods (Figure 1.4, L>W)

leading to arrays of nanorods with poor lateral conductivity (Figure 1.4b). In a simplified

picture, the crystal habit consists of the energetically most favorable apolar {1010} faces

situated at the side and the polar {0001} faces at the ends of the hexagonal rods [77]

(Figure 1.4a). For the deposition of dense layers growth in [0001] direction needs to be

Citrate inhibits 
growth on {0001} 
planes

[Al(OH)4]- inhibits growth 
on {1010} planes

ZnO

Al

-
HO

OH
-

-
HO
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-

O

O-
O

O-

O-

O O-

L

W
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Figure 1.4: The aspect ratio W/L of ZnO crystals can be controlled by the addition of
structure directing agents during growth

inhibited by the addition of structure directing agents (SDA) that specifically adsorb on

the {0001} planes. It is assumed that the adsorbed SDA’s do sterically hinder the growth

in the respective direction [78]. SDA’s can be inorganic metal ions or organic compounds.

As a general rule of thumb, organic structure directing agents need to provide at least

two carboxylic acid groups to effectively hinder the growth on the {0001} planes. How-
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ever, beside the amount of carboxylic acid groups, the exact orientation of the carboxylic

groups is also important, e.g. it has been shown by Yahiro et al. [79] that maleate is an

effective inhibitors of growth along [0001], while its trans isomer, fumerate, is completely

ineffective. One of the most effective inhibitor of the [0001] growth is citrate (Figure

1.4c) and prominently applied to grow dense layers [46, 47, 51, 52]. Citrate was shown to

preferentially adsorb on the {0001} plane by the formation of at least one monodentate

inner sphere complex between a carboxylic acid group of citrate and a zinc atom on the

surface [80]. Table 1.4 summarizes the most well known structure directing agents at basic

CBD conditions.

Table 1.4: Examples for organic and inorganic structure directing agents during CBD
ZnO (pH range ≈ 10.0-11.5)
Structure direct-
ing agent

Inhibits growth of {0001} planes Inhibits growth of {1010} planes

Organic Citrate [79, 81–83], Tartrate [79,
83], Maleate [79,83]

EDTA [84]

Metal ions Cd [78, 85], Cu [78], Mg [78], Ca
[78], Cl [86]

Al > In > Ga [78]

EDTA = Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

1.3 Aim of the thesis

The aim of this thesis was the development of a CBD process for the low temperature

deposition of transparent conductive zinc oxide thin films with opto-electronic properties

comparable to those prepared by conventional vacuum based methods. The following sci-

entific objectives are addressed:

(1) Determination of the CBD solution chemistry parameters that promote the growth

of of dense and conductive layers. Identification of efficient pathways for the inclusion of

extrinsic dopants during CBD.

(2) Understand the mechanism of UV-illumination induced conductivity changes in CBD

ZnO thin films through the investigation of surface/bulk modification induced by illu-

mination. Study wavelength dependant conductivity transients to identify an optimal
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wavelength range to achieve low resistivity thin films.

(3) Identify factors responsible for the degradation of CBD AZO layers when exposed to

humid atmosphere.

(4) Implement CBD ZnO as a transparent electrode in thin film solar cell technologies

(CIGS and OPV) and compare the performance with reference sputtered AZO.





2 Experimental

This chapter describes the deposition and characterization methods for transparent con-

ductive ZnO thin films and solar cell devices.

2.1 Chemical bath deposition

Figure 2.1 presents the deposition sequence involved in the chemical bath deposition of

ZnO thin films. In the following a general overview will be provided on the experimental

Glass or polymer 
substrate

Seed layer Chemical bath deposition (CBD) UV treatment

b) c) d)

a)

Dopant 
supply

sample

Figure 2.1: a) Processing sequence of CBD ZnO layers. Photo of (b) the sample holder,
(c) the circulating heating bath and (d) the UV treatment with the Hoenle UV lamp.

procedures involved in the single steps of CBD ZnO baseline procedure. Depending on

the study and application, modifications of the baseline steps can occur. They are directly

described in the respective chapters of the thesis.

15
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2.1.1 Substrates

Glass substrates: The majority of studies was conducted with glass substrates: Boro-

aluminosilicate glass (BSG, Corning 1737, < 0.1 wt.% alkali content) substrates were

selected if glass with a low sodium content was required, while soda lime glasses (SLG,

MENZEL, 14 wt.% Na2O) were chosen for Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) studies

based on their favourable optical properties in the near infrared (see section 2.4.7). The

glass substrates were cleaned ultrasonically in soap water, acetic acid, isopropanol and

deionized water (> 10 min each, at ∼ 70 ◦C).

Polymer substrates: Melinex ST 504(DuPontTeijinFilms) temperature stabilized PET

foils were used for the implementation of CBD AZO in organic solar cells. To improve the

adhesion of the seed layer, the foils were Ar-plasma cleaned for 5 minutes (Diener Femto,

low pressure plasma system) and fixed in a metal frame or glued on a glass substrate for

further processing.

2.1.2 Seed layer

A seed layer is required on glass substrates, PET foils as well as CIGS solar cells to enable

heterogeneous ZnO nucleation during CBD. There are a variety of approaches available

for the deposition of the seed layer, as indicated in section 1.2.3. For most applications

in this work the following approach is used: 50mM ZnO (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.99 %) are

completely dissolved in a 5 M ammonium hydroxide (Alfa Aesar, 28 %) to form a clear

and stable zinc ammine solution. The resulting solution is spin coated on the substrates

at a rate of 3000 rpm for 30 s (dynamic dispense), followed by drying at 100 ◦C for 5min,

leading to a homogeneous seed layer coverage with grain sizes up to 50 nm.

For the comparison in section 3.1, a sol-gel based seed layer was prepared by a well-

known synthesis route [69], whereby 0.5 M zinc acetate (Sigma Aldrich, > 99.99%) and 0.5

M monoethanolamine (Sigma Aldrich > 99%) were dissolved in 2-methoxyethanol (Alfa

Aesar, > 99.3%) and then stirred at 60 ◦C for 24 h. Spin coating of the solution was
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conducted at a rate of 3000 rpm for 30 s. The seed layers were annealed in two steps,

first at 150 ◦C for 1 min to evaporate the solvent and then at 250 ◦C for 3 min to remove

carbon impurities. Two consecutive spin coating runs were applied on each sample.

2.1.3 CBD of n-i-d ZnO

Two baseline CBD procedures were established within this work: a non-intentionally doped

(n-i-d) ZnO and a Al:ZnO baseline. Chapter 3 outlines in detail the reason for the choice

of these specific approaches/solution chemistry systems.

The n-i-d ZnO baseline was conducted as follows: 50 mM ZnO (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.99

%), 3 mM ammonium citrate (Alfa Aesar >97%) and 50 mM NH4NO3 (Alfa Aesar >95%)

were mixed in a 0.98 M ammonium hydroxide solution and stirred for at least 24 h,

resulting in a saturated ZnO solution with pH ≈ 11.1 (at 25 ◦C ± 0.1 ◦C). Saturation of

the solution was routinely confirmed by pH measurements. The CBD stock solution (250

mL) was transferred through a 1 µm glass fiber filter to remove residual ZnO particles and

then preheated for 15 min in a circulated heating bath (bath fluid: ethylene glycol) at a set

temperature of 90 ◦ C (Figure 2.1c). Then the samples were immersed in the preheated

deposition solution for a total deposition time of 1 hour in an open glass beaker. The

samples were oriented vertically on a Teflon sample holder, and up to 8 samples with

area 2.5 x 2.5 cm2 could be processed at once in the given reactor (Figure 2.1b). The

temperature of the deposition solution increased during the deposition time from 73 ◦C

to 86 ◦C, as measured by a thermocouple (Figure 3.2a). During deposition, the solution

was stirred at 200 revolutions per minute (rpm) with a magnetic stirrer.

2.1.4 CBD of AZO

50 mM ZnO, 0.5 mM ammonium citrate and 50 mM NH4NO3 were mixed in a 0.98

M ammonium hydroxide solution and stirred for 24 hours to prepare a saturated CBD

stock solution. To form the doping solution, 100 mM Al(NO3)3x9H2O (Sigma-Aldrich

>98%) and 50 mM ammonium citrate were separately dissolved in deionized water (doping
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solution). The CBD stock solution (250 mL) was transferred through a 1 µm glass fiber

filter and then preheated in a circulated heating bath (set temperature 90◦C) for 15 min

under constant addition of the Al(NO3)3 doping solution by a syringe pump at a speed of

0.12 mL/min. After 15 min the seeded samples were immersed. The total deposition time

was 1h under constant Al doping solution addition (0.12 mL/min), resulting in a total

aluminum concentration of ≈ 3.5 mM and citrate concentration of ≈ 2.2 mM at the end

of the deposition process.

2.1.5 UV treatment

Two light sources were used to expose the ZnO thin films to UV light. A portable mercury

UV lamp (Hoenle UVHAND 250W) was used for baseline illumination studies with the

whole UV-VIS spectrum of the lamp (lamp spectrum in Figure 2.2a). The samples were

treated at a distance of ∼ 5 cm to the lamp, resulting in 70 mW/cm2 UVA intensity

(Figure 2.1d).
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Figure 2.2: a) Hoenle UV lamp spectrum (with H1 glass filter) in the range 300-600 nm
(modified plot from Hoenle UVAHAND 250 GS manual). b) 1kW Hg(Xe) lamp spectrum,
the red lines indicate the position and FWHM and position of the bandpass filters

Wavelength dependant conductivity transients were acquired with the setup outlined in

Figure 2.3. It consists of a 1kW Hg(Xe) lamp from which spectral bandwidths are selected

by means of bandpass filters (CHROMA) with the following central wavelength positions:
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280 ± 2nm, 300 ± 2nm, 310 ± 2nm, 334 ± 2nm, 365 ± 2nm, 405 ± 2nm, 436 ± 2nm, 546

± 2nm (FWHM = 10nm ± 2nm each) and then focused on the sample spot. Figure 2.2b

presents the spectrum of the 1kW Hg(Xe) lamp as provided on the data sheet by LOT-QD.

The red lines indicate the position of the 8 bandpass filters. All filters possess an optical

density of at least 3.5 in the blocked regions (range: 200-2000 nm, average optical density

>5).

The illumination intensity was measured as a function of the distance to the focusing lens
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Figure 2.3: a-d) Experimental setup of the 1kW Hg(Xe) lamp. Specific wavelength band-
widths are selected by bandpass filters. Illumination of the sample could be conducted in
air or vacuum.

edge with a calibrated UV-Visible GaAsP detector (ILT SED 005 with a QNDS2 neutral

density filter) attached to an ILT 1700 radiometer. Photon irradiance (Ep) values above

1 x 1017 cm−2s−1 which is equivalent to intensities above 100 mWcm−2 were accessible for

all selected wavelengths. The placement of the detector and samples was controlled with

an optical stage. The nominal beam intensity was measured on an area of 3x3 mm2 in the
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center of the beam, which is considerably smaller than the sample area of 15x15 mm2. The

radial beam homogeneity depends on the distance to the lense, the closer to the focal spot

the larger the inhomogeneity (See Figure 2.4 for details). The photon irradiance values

which are given in this work represent the measured value at the center area of the beam.

The temperature of the sample under illumination was estimated using thermocouples and

temperature recording strips (CelsiStrip, accuracy ± 2.5 ◦C for the specified value) that

were glued on the ZnO layer in the illuminated area.
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Figure 2.4: a) Radial beam homogeneity (beam radius r) as a function of the distance
of the lens as depicted in the setup schematic in Figure 2.3a. The homogeneity of the
beam on the sample area is higher, the further the measurement position is from the focal
spot. The values in (c) are average measurement values measured at the position in (b)
The photon irradiance values given in this work always represent the value measured at
the center of the beam. (d) Photon irradiance (Ep) as a function of the distance from the
lens to the sample for selected bandpass filters.
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2.2 RF-magnetron sputtering of i-ZnO and AZO

For several studies, sputtered AZO layer served as reference to compare the performance

of CBD AZO with an established deposition method. AZO layers were RF magnetron

sputtered without intentional substrate heating in a vacuum chamber with a direct facing

target. Ceramic ZnO:Al2O3 (98:2 wt.%, purity 99.995 %) targets with a diameter of 10.16

cm (4 in.) were sputtered in a mixed Ar/O2 atmosphere with a total pressure of 0.15

Pa and a power density of 2.5 W cm−2. For CIGS solar cells, intrinsic ZnO (i-ZnO) was

deposited in the same chamber at a power density of 1.9 W cm−2 in a Ar/O2 atmosphere

(more oxygen rich compared to AZO).

2.3 Solar cell processing

CIGS absorber layer: CIGS absorber layer were deposited on molybdenum coated glass

by a co-evaporation process combined with an alkali post-deposition treatment (Samples

were either processed in-house, or received already with a CdS buffer layer from the Zen-

trum für Sonnenenergie- und Wasserstoff-Forschung Baden-Württemberg (ZSW) in Ger-

many [87]).

CdS buffer layers: A CBD CdS buffer layer was applied on the in-house processed

CIGS solar cells. Before the CBD, the solar cells were washed in a 0.9 M ammonium

hydroxide solution for 5 min and dried afterwards with N2. Then, 1.8 mM Cd(ac)2 (Sigma

Aldrich >99.995%) and 22.2 mM thiourea (Sigma Aldrich, > 99%) were mixed in a 2.1

M ammonium hydroxide solution. The solution was placed in a circulated heating bath

(set temperature 70 ◦C) and stirred at 150 rpm and the solar cells were added. After the

desired film thickness was reached (typically 24 min deposition time), the solar cells were

washed with deionized water, dried with N2 and annealed in an oven for 2 min at 180◦C.

Grid and anti-reflective coating: After TCO deposition, 50/4000/50 nm thick Ni/Al/Ni

grids were deposited by e-beam evaporation. The solar cells were defined to a square area

by mechanical scribing. Selected cells were coated with an evaporated MgF2 anti-reflective

coating.
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2.4 Characterization

In the following an overview over the standard characterization methods applied in this

work is provided. Very specific methods are introduced in the respective chapter.

2.4.1 Quantification of metal ions in the CBD solution

Inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS, Agilent 7500ce) measurements

were performed with external calibration from certified single elemental standards (1

mg/ml) to quantify the Al and Zn content in the precursor solutions and thin films.

Only high purity PE-LD or Teflon vessels have been used. For quality assurance, a refer-

ence material (NIST SRM 1643e) and spiking of known Zn and Al concentrations to the

measurement solutions was conducted, resulting in recoveries not lower than 90%. The

Zn concentration in the precursor solution was additionally determined by flame atomic

absorption spectroscopy (F-AAS). The F-AAS analysis was externally conducted by the

Laboratory for Advanced Analytical Technologies at EMPA.

2.4.2 pH measurements

The pH of the saturated solutions was measured with a WTW pH/cond 340i and a SEN-

TIX81 electrode with a 3 mM KCl electrolyte. Calibration of the pH meter was conducted

according to DIN19266 with reference solutions with nominal pH = 6.87 (WTW DIN), pH

= 6.98 (Certipure), pH = 9.18 (WTW DIN) and pH = 12.45 (WTW DIN) at 25 ◦C. Due

to their sensitivity to CO2, basic reference solutions were only used for a limited amount

of time after opening of the reference bottle (< 1 month). Note that an underestimation of

the degradation of basic reference solution upon CO2 exposure lead to an overestimation

of pH values reported in the publication [88]. The measurement uncertainty of pH mea-

surements is estimated according to DIN 19268. Based on this calculation a uncertainty

of ∼0.05 pH can be assumed for pH measurements in this work.
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Table 2.1: pH value uncertainty estimation after DIN 19268. Reference values are given
for 25◦C, measurements were conducted at 25 ± 0.1 ◦C. The measured sample is a satu-
rated CBD n-i-d ZnO base solution.
Parameter Value Uncertainty sensitivity coefficient uncertainty contribution
pi ui si (ui ∗ si)
pH reference sol. 1 6.98(a) 0.01(a) 0.248 0.002
pH reference sol. 2 12.45(b) 0.02(b) 0.752 0.015
Meas. Voltage sol. 1 2 mV 1 mV(c) 0.004 mV−1 0.004
Meas. Voltage sol. 2 -321 mV 1 mV(c) 0.013 mV−1 0.013
Meas. Voltage sample -241 mV 2 mV -0.017 mV−1 -0.034

Calculated sample pH = 11.10 with a combined uncertainty upH =
√∑5

i=1(ui ∗ si)2 = 0.04
(a) CERTIPUR di-sodium hydrogen phosphate/potassium dihydrogen phosphate buffer solution
(b) WTW saturated calcium hydroxide solution (DIN 19266)
(c) Instrument specification WTW pH/cond 340i

2.4.3 Morphology and structure

The film thickness was routinely determined with a profilometer (KLA Tencor Alpha Step

D 120). Samples were selectively edged with HCl to provide a defined notch for the mea-

surement.

The morphology/grain size and layer thickness was assessed by scanning electron mi-

croscopy (SEM). The samples were coated with a thin Pt layer before SEM analysis to

avoid sample charging.

The crystalline structure was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD) with a Bruker D8

diffractometer in Bragg-Brentano configutation (CuKα radiation).

2.4.4 Electrical properties

Four probe sheet resistance measurements were done with a Nagy SD600 meter. The sheet

resistance Rsq is defined as follows:

Rsq = ρ

d
(2.1)
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In case of a homogeneous square sized sample (lateral dimension much larger than film

thickness, contacts at the edges A,B,C and D) the sheet resistance can be calculated [89]:

Rsq = π

ln(2)
VAB
ICD

(2.2)

Hall measurements were conducted with an Ecopia HMS 3000 setup at room temperature

in the dark using a van der Pauw contact geometry (square sized samples, the area of the

ZnO layer is typically 1.0 x 1.0 cm2 to 1.5 x 1.5 cm2). The samples were directly con-

tacted at the edges by the gold plated spring loaded pins of an Ecopia SPCB-11 mounting

board. If necessary, e.g. to improve mechanical contact, an ultraonically soldered contact

(Cerasolzer GS217) was additionally applied on the sample edges. The measured Hall

voltage VH is the voltage difference that is induced transverse to an electric current I if

an magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to the current. VH that can be expressed

as [89]:

VH = IB

qnd
(2.3)

As the magnetic field strength B (B = 0.58 T for the ecopia setup), the film thickness d,

the elementary charge q and the applied current I are known quantities the carrier density

n can be derived from Hall measurements. The Hall mobility can then be calculated with

equation 1.1. The resolution limit of a Hall measurement is given by the ratio of the Hall

voltage to the measurement noise, which is again determined by the sample homogeneity

and the instrument. The applied power (I*V) should not be much larger than 1 mW in

order to avoid sample heating. Based on equation 2.3, Hall voltage measurements cannot

be reliably conducted on samples which exhibit the combination of a low resistivity and

of a comparably high carrier density (which means that the applied current I has to be

small not to exceed the power limit while n is large, resulting in low VH). For CBD ZnO,

samples with VH in the order of 0.01 mV can typically not be reliably measured (This is

the case for most as deposited samples, where µ<∼1 cm2V−1s−1 and n ≈ 1018 cm−3).
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2.4.5 UV-VIS measurements

UV/Vis measurements were performed with a Shimadzu UV-3600 spectrophotometer with

an integrating sphere. Transmittance values were measured for the film-glass substrate

stack against air reference. Reflectance measurement were conducted against BaSO4 or

Spectralon (SRS-99-010, AS-01160-060) reference.

2.4.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements deliver highly surface sensitive

information based on the limited mean free path of photo-emitted electrons. Information

about the elemental composition and the chemical state of surface localized elements,

the band structure as well as the work function can be gained. XPS measurements were

performed using a Quantum2000 from Physical Electronics with a monochromatic Al Kα

source (1486.6 eV). The work function of the instrument was calibrated on a regular basis

to a binding energy of 83.95 eV (FWHM = 0.8 eV) for the Au 4f5/2 peak and the linearity of

the energy scale is checked according to ISO 15472. The presented spectra were recorded

with an energy step size of 0.2 eV and a pass energy of 46.95 eV (FWHM of Au 4f5/2 =

1.07 eV under the given conditions). An electron flood gun operated at 2.5 eV and an ion

neutralizer using Ar+ of approx. 1 eV energy were used to minimize the fluctuations of the

binding energy values due to sample charging. Spectra were recorded at a base pressure

below 10−8 mbar. A surface sputter depth profile was conducted by Ar+ sputtering at

0.5 keV for 60s, which leads to an estimated material removal in the order of ∼2nm /min.

If not otherwise mentioned, detailed spectra presented in this work have been acquired

without any pre-acquisition sputtering or prolonged (> 5 min) pre-acquisition x-ray beam

exposure. XPS spectra were fitted with the software CasaXPS [90]. An introduction to

XPS measurements and the analysis of XPS spectra can be found in e.g. [91–93].
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2.4.7 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) measurements were conducted with a

BRUKER single reflection attenuated total reflection (ATR) unit (diamond ATR crys-

tal) incorporated in a BRUKER Tensor 27 spectrometer. A diamond crystal attenuated

total reflection setup was used to enable direct investigation of the ZnO films on the non-

IR-transparent glass substrates. The samples were mechanically pressed on the diamond

crystal and probed with unpolarized light at an angle of incidence of 45◦. The spec-

trometer was purged with CO2/H2O-free air. Depending on the refractive index of the

probed material the total internal reflection condition at the interface film-diamond is not

matched, see e.g. presumed beam path for a ZnO layer with a low carrier density (low k)

in contact with the diamond crystal (Figure 2.5a). Thus it is important to keep in mind

that the measured absorbance is not caused by the absorption of an evanescent wave (as

the setup name "ATR" might suggest) [94], but through the absorption of the beam that

fully penetrates the layer and is totally reflected at the ZnO-glass interface. Therefore, the

measured signal can show an overlap between the vibration modes of the ZnO film and

the glass substrate. SLG are preferred over BSG substrates for FTIR studies to avoid the

boron oxide peak at ∼ 1390, which overlaps with carbon impurities related peaks (Figure

2.5b, Chapter 5).
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Figure 2.5: a) Schematic beam path for FTIR investigation of as deposited CBD ZnO
thin films by means of a diamond ATR setup. b) Spectra of soda lime glass (SLG) and
boro-alumino silicate glass (BSG) substrates.
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2.4.8 Secondary ion mass spectroscopy

Secondary Ion Mass Spectroscopy (SIMS) depth profiling data were obtained with a time-

of-flight (TOF) SIMS 5 system from ION-TOF.

Negative ion SIMS: Bi ions were used as primary ions and negative ions were detected.

Sputtering was performed using Cs+ sputtering ions with 1 keV ion energy, 50 nA ion

current and a 300 x 300 µm2 raster size. An area of 100 x 100 µm2 was analysed using

Bi3+ ions with 25 keV ion energy.

Positive ion SIMS: Bi ions were used as primary ions and positive ions were detected.

Oxygen ions (O2+) with 2 keV ion energy were used to sputter a 300 x 300 µm2 area with

an ion current of 400 nA. An Area of 100 x 100 µm2 was analyzed with Bi+ ions with 25

keV ion energy.

2.4.9 Solar cell characterization

External quantum efficiency (EQE) measurements: A chopped white light source

(900 W, halogen lamp, 360 Hz) and a dual grating monochromator generated the probing

beam. The beam size was adjusted such that the illumination area was smaller than the

device area. A certified monocrystalline silicon solar cell from Fraunhofer ISE was used as

the reference cell. The cell temperature was kept at 25 ◦C with Peltier cooling and white

light bias (∼ 100 Wm−2) was applied.

Solar cell efficiency measurements: I-V characteristics of solar cells were measured

under simulated standard-test conditions (25 ◦C, 1,000 Wm−2 , AM 1.5 G illumination)

in a sun-simulator with a HMI light source.





3 Chemical bath deposition of ZnO

The solution chemistry parameters involved in the chemical bath deposition (CBD) of ZnO

are investigated in this chapter. Most of the CBD parameters are empirically optimized, as

the prediction of the reaction pathways and kinetics through thermodynamic modelling is

challenging (section 3.2). The main focus of the chapter lies on pathways for the inclusion

of aluminium as an extrinsic dopant during the deposition (section 3.3).

The chapter is partly based on the following publication:

P.Fuchs, H. Hagendorfer, Y. E. Romanyuk, A. N. Tiwari, Doping strategies for highly

conductive Al-doped ZnO films grown from aqueous solution, Phys. Status Solidi A 212,

51-55 (2015) [88]

3.1 Seed layer

A seed layer is necessary to enable heterogeneous nucleation on all of the substrates that

are of interest for this work (Glass, PET foils, Solar cells). The application in thin film

solar cells leads the following requirements for the seed layer.

• Low temperature solution processing < 150 ◦ (ideally carbon impurity free)

• small, homogeneously distributed grains, no accumulation of deposits

• compatibility of the solution chemistry with the solar cell.

• chemicals of low toxicity/ fast and scalable deposition

29
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To meet these requirements, a seed layer approach has been developed using a similar

solution chemistry as for the chemical bath deposition process itself. Therefore, 50mM

ZnO is dissolved in 5M ammonia leading to a stable and clear zinc ammine solution.

The ammonia concentration in the seed solution is adjusted to 5 M, in order to enable

the dissolution of a high solid load of ZnO (ZnO shows the highest solubility in ∼5-8

M ammonia solutions [95]). The solution is then spin coated on the substrate (dynamic

dispense), followed by short drying step at temperatures > 80 ◦C. This approach leads to

a homogeneously distributed seed layer with grain sizes up to 50 nm (Figure 3.1d).

2 μm

500 nm

500 nm

1 μm

500 nm

c) nanoparticle seedb) sol gel seed

2 μm

250 nm

a) aqueous Zn-ammine seed

100 nm

d) aqueous Zn-ammine seed (top view)

Figure 3.1: Selection of seed layer approaches that lead to a dense, adherent and compact
CBD ZnO film. SEM micrograph cross-sections of CBD ZnO layers grown on a: a) aqueous
zinc ammine seed, b) sol gel based seed c) ZnO nanoparticle seed. d) Top view micrographs
of zinc ammine seed.

With respect to layer adherence and homogeneity, the seed layer performs equally well

as the established sol gel based seed layer approaches (Figure 3.1b, Zn(Ac)2-EGME-MEA

[69]), yet providing a completely carbon free solution and thereby ensuring low processing

temperatures. For the deposition and PET substrates an Ar plasma surface pretreatment

was necessary to enable proper wetting as well as adherence of the aqueous seed solution.

Solutions with a lower surface tension (e.g. ZnO nanoparticles dispersed in ethanol (Figure
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3.1c, [40]) are preferred on PET substrates as they provide better wetting than the aqueous

zinc ammine solution.

3.2 Solution chemistry

The CBD base solution is prepared by the dissolution of zinc oxide in a ammonium hy-

droxide solution. Furthermore the precursor solution contains ammonium nitrate as a

buffer and citrate as a structure directing agent (Section 2.1.3). An excess of zinc oxide is

added to produce a saturated zinc ammine solution (Equation 3.1, x,y,z are integers > 0

and x+y ≤ 4):

ZnO(s) + xNH3 + zOH− + H2O
 [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y]
(2+)−y + (2 + z − y)OH− (3.1)

Alternatively a zinc salt could also be used as a precursor. Thereby, the two OH− from the

zinc oxide dissolution would be replaced with the zinc salt anions (e.g. NO−3 , Cl−), leading

to a lower pH in the resulting solution, which would make slight adjustments in the other

parameters of the solution chemistry necessary. Following the publication of Danilov

et al. [95], the dissolved zinc species are assumed to be mixed zinc-ammine-hydroxide

complexes. Stability constants of zinc ammine complexes were first defined by Bjerrum

through the determination of uncomplexed ammonia by pH measurements in a heavily

buffered solution, where the presence of mixed hydroxide complexes could be excluded

[96]. Later publications indicate the presence of mixed [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y](2+)−y complexes,

yet the results are inconclusive [95, 97, 98]. Possibly influenced by Bjerrums work, most

stability constant databases only mention pure zinc ammine complexes of type [Zn-(NH3)x]

[99] and are therefore also only considered in the few attempts to thermodynamically model

zinc ammine based CBD [74,100,101].

Richardson et al. [74] calculated the zinc species distribution as a funtion of temperature,

and found that the zinc ion solubility is decreasing strongly with increasing temperature at

constant pH. While Richardson et al. made the valid observation that the stability of the

zinc ammine complexes decreases with temperature, the treatment of the CBD solution
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pH value as invariant with temperature and the follow up conclusion that the decrease in

zinc solubility with temperature at constant pH explains ZnO precipitation is incorrect,

as it will be shown in the following.

3.2.1 Process monitoring and zinc species distribution

If a saturated n-i-d ZnO precursor solution (see section 2.1.3) is heated up, Zn(OH,O) starts

precipitating, caused by the decreasing stability of the [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y](2+)−y complexes.

Figure 3.2 presents the temperature transient in a standard deposition run. The baseline

temperature range (≈ 73 ◦C - 86 ◦C during deposition sequence between 15 and 75 minutes)

was empirically adjusted to enable relatively high layer growth rates (In the order of 100

nm/min for the n-i-d baseline at temperatures ∼85 ◦C), while at the same time avoiding

homogeneous nucleation in the solution and thereby excluding the inclusion of large ZnO

colloids in the layer. During the n-i-d ZnO and AZO baseline processes the precursor

solution remains clear throughout the whole deposition process, indicating that no large

colloids are formed. Visible precipitation does only take place on the substrate, at the

solution-air interface and upon long deposition times on the glass beaker walls.
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Figure 3.2: a) Temperature transient during a baseline CBD n-i-d ZnO run, calculated
pKw for the respective temperature. b) Measured pH value and OH− activity in the solution
during the baseline process. The solid lines indicate the transient during the deposition
process itself, the dotted lines show the cooling transient after the deposition process.
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In-situ process monitoring can be conducted by pH measurements (Figure 3.2b). For

pH measurements at elevated temperature one has to consider the following factors: (1)

The pH electrode potential follows the Nernst equation and therefore depends on the

temperature. The ionization constant Kw of water (2) and the offset voltage of the pH

electrode (3) also depend on the temperature. Point (1) is automatically corrected by

the pH measurement instrument. In order to address point (2) the logarithmic ionization

constant pKw of water has been fitted with an analytical expression from Bandura and

Lvov (Equation 39 in [102]), whereby the temperature dependence of the density of water

was calculated by the analytical expression from Kell (Equation 16 in [103]). This enables

the calculation of the hydroxide ion activity a(OH−) over the relation Kw= a(H3O+) ×

a(OH−) for any temperature during the process. The error induced by point (3) depends

on the temperature response of several interfaces in the voltage measurement chain of the

pH electrode and can only be avoided by calibrating the electrode at the same temper-

ature where the measurement is conducted [104]. Here, this is not possible as the pH

is continously monitored over a range of temperatures. Based on measurements of pure

KOH-H2O reference solutions undergoing the temperature profile in Figure 3.2a, point (3)

leads to a slight overestimation of the pH value with increasing temperature for the given

electrode, yet it does not impede the qualitative conclusions made in the following.

Figure 3.2b shows the pH value and OH− activity of a n-i-d CBD solution undergoing

the process depicted in Figure 3.2a. Up to a temperature of 50 ◦C, the hydroxide activity

remains close to constant while the pH value decreases due to the increased dissociation

of water (Of course the increased dissociation of water increases the hydroxide/hydronium

concentration equally, yet the increase of the hydroxide concentration is orders of mag-

nitude smaller than the hydroxide concentration that is already present in the solution

before heating and therefore not noticeable). At T > 50 ◦C and with increasing process

time the OH− activity decreases significantly, caused by the combined effects of precipi-

tation of Zn(OH,H) and the evaporation of ammonia. Table 3.1 shows the pH value of a

n-i-d CBD base solution before and after CBD.

Combined with the measurement of the Zn ion concentration in the saturated solution,

the pH value of the solution enables an estimation of the type of complexes present in
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Table 3.1: pH values of CBD n-i-d ZnO base solutions and reference solutions. Aver-
age values from at least three nominally identically processed solutions are given, for an
estimation of the error in the pH measurements see table 2.1

Precursor solution pH(a)

(meas.)
pH(b)

(calcul.)
[Zn](c)
g/L(mM)

0.98M NH3 11.61 11.62
0.98M NH3, 0.05M NH4NO3 10.60 10.65
0.98 NH3, 0.05M ZnO 11.92
0.98M NH3, 0.05M NH4NO3, 0.05M ZnO,
3mM ammonium citrate

11.09 2.68 (41.0)

0.98M NH3, 0.05M NH4NO3, 0.05M ZnO,
3mM citrate, 75 min CBD

10.84 2.22 (34.0)

(a)measured at 25.0±0.1 ◦C (b)at 25.0 ◦C
(c) Zinc concentration, determined by F-AAS

Table 3.2: Calculation of the expected pH value for an n-i-d ZnO CBD base solution
with zinc concentration of 41 mM. Certain types/combinations of Zn-hydroxide-ammine
complexes are assumed for the calculation. The measured pH of an n-i-d CBD ZnO base
solution is 11.09.
Type Precursor solution pH(a)

(calcul.)
50mM NH4NO3+3mM ammonium citrate tribasic+.....

1 41mM [Zn(NH3)4]2+ + 82mM OH−+ 0.82 M NH3 12.28
2 28mM [Zn(NH3)4]2+ + 13mM [Zn(OH)3]−+ 43mM OH−+ 0.87 M

NH3

11.08

3 41mM [Zn(NH3)3(OH)]++41mM OH−+ 0.86M NH3 11.04
(a)at 25.0 ◦C

the base solution. Each dissolved ZnO molecule contributes two OH− to the solution.

Therefore the expected pH of the solution can be calculated assuming certain distribution

of [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y](2+)−y complexes. If one assumes the correct distribution of complexes,

the calculated pH should coincide with the measured pH. Here this is done using the

software BufferMaker, where the contribution of OH− from ZnO was treated as if the

OH− would originate from a strong base (BufferMaker estimates the activity coefficients

using the Davies equation with a coefficient of -0.30 [105]). It is clear from the calculated

results in Table 3.2, that [Zn(NH3)4]2+ cannot be the only species present in the n-i-d ZnO

CBD base solution, but rather mixed [Zn(NH3)x(OH)y](2+)−y complexes of type 2 or 3 or
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mixed variations thereof.

3.2.2 pH window

Ammonium nitrate is added as a buffer to adjust the pH of the CBD n-i-d ZnO base

solution to a value of pH ∼ 11.1 (Table 3.1). Without the addition of ammonium nitrate,

the pH of the base solution is significantly higher (pH ∼ 11.9) and the growth mode of ZnO

layers changes from dense layers to nanorods (Figure 3.3a,b). Nanorods are assumed to

be formed in the highly basic conditions as zinc ions are strongly coordinated by OH−(e.g.

[Zn(OH)3]− complexes), overruling the coordinating effect of the organic functional groups

from citrate. Dense n-i-d ZnO layers with resistivities around 5 x 10−3 Ωcm can be

achieved for a broad ammonium nitrate concentration window of at least 50mM to 200

mM. Combined with the reduction in pH, the saturation concentration for zinc species

in the solution is significantly increased with increasing ammonium nitrate concentration

([Zn] > 100mM at 250mM ammonium nitrate as opposed to [Zn] ∼ 40 mM for 50mM

ammonium nitrate).

2 μm 

50 mM NH4NO3

3 μm 

250 mM NH4NO3

1 μm 

0 mM NH4NO3
a) b) c)

Figure 3.3: Influence of the solution pH value on the thin film morphology. The pH
values range from (a) pH ∼ 11.9 for 0mM NH4NO3 to (b) pH ∼11.1 for 50mM NH4NO3
and (c) pH ∼ 10.6 for 250 mM NH4NO3.

3.3 Doping strategies

Dopant inclusion in ZnO can be conducted either through the deliberate addition of ex-

trinsic elements or through native defects. The latter cannot be controlled during CBD,
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but rather by an appropriate post deposition treatment. Typically, extrinsic doping is

conducted by the inclusion of group III elements on Zn lattice sites (e.g. B:ZnO, Al:ZnO,

Ga:ZnO) or halogen substitution of oxygen ions (ZnO:F, ZnO:Cl). In the following dif-

ferent pathways for the inclusion of aluminium as an extrinsic dopant will be addressed.

The basic principle for aluminium doping is common to all pathways: Al ions are added

to the precursor solution and incorporated in the ZnO layer by co-precipitation during the

deposition.

3.3.1 Aluminium doping

Figure 3.4 shows the influence of different Al(NO3)3 concentrations on the film microstruc-

ture when added to the CBD AZO stock solution before the deposition (the stock solution

contains 0.5mM citrate, section 2.1.4). Dense films with columnar grains are obtained for

Figure 3.4: a) SEM micrographs of AZO thin films deposited with varying aluminum
concentration in the precursor solution (ammonium citrate = 0.5 mM). The resistivity
ρ decreases with increasing Al concentration as long as the columnar film morphology is
maintained

low concentrations of Al(NO3)3. The film thickness decreases with increasing salt concen-

tration. Disturbance of the columnar growth starts at concentrations of approximately

2 mM Al(NO3)3. At higher concentrations there is a transition from dense columnar
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growth to a platelet like structure. The change in morphology goes hand in hand with a

strong drop in conductivity. The reduced growth speed with increasing Al concentrations

is presumed to be caused by the presence of [Al(OH)4]− that hinder growth of {1010}

planes [78]. Combined with the addition of citrate as an SDA this results in an overall re-

duction of layer growth speed (see section 1.2.3). The amount of incorporated aluminium

([Al]/[Zn]) in the deposited films increases from ∼ 0.04 at.% for 0.1 mM Al(NO3)3 to ∼

0.5 at.% for 2mM Al(NO3)3 as measured by ICP-MS (layers were dissolved in HCl for the

ICP-MS analysis).

To reduce the trade-off between an unfavorable morphology at high aluminium con-

centrations and a low incorporated dopant density at low Al concentration, Al(NO3) was

added gradually to the solution during growth. Thereby, film growth is initiated with a

relatively low aluminium concentration in the solution, enabling the onset of undisturbed

columnar grain growth. During the deposition, the Al concentration is steadily increased,

allowing for a high dopant incorporation while still maintaining the columnar growth. Such

a dopant supply profile can be achieved by the immersion and corrosion of an aluminium

foil in the precursor solution [47]. Using an Al foil has the drawback that it offers little

flexibility concerning pH and other solution chemistry parameters, as a slow but sufficient

corrosion rate always needs to be maintained in the bath.
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Figure 3.5: Positive ion SIMS depth profile profile through a CBD AZO grown by the
baseline CBD AZO procedure outlined in section 2.1.4. The aluminium dopant gradient in
the solution translates into an Al gradient in the grown layers.
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A better alternative is the continuous addition of Al(NO3)3 by a syringe pump, as this

option maintains a higher degree of freedom for the other solution chemistry parameters.

The lowest resistivity layers could be achieved by the combined addition of Al(NO3)3 and

ammonium citrate in a molar ratio of 2:1 according to the procedure outlined in section

2.1.4. The linearly increasing concentration of Al ions in the solution results in a gradient

of Al doping in the grown films, as shown by SIMS measurements (Figure 3.5). Citrate is

added as complexing agent of Al [106], to enable the addition of concentrated Al(NO3)3

doping solutions (e.g. 100 mM) to the CBD solution without Al(OH)3 precipitation.

Hydroxide precipitation could also be avoided with other strong complexing agents such

as EDTA or NTA, yet given the fact that citrate additionally functions as an effective

SDA by hindering growth in [0001] direction, it is the obvious choice for the CBD AZO

baseline (Figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6: EDTA, NTA and citrate can effectively be used as a complexant for alu-
minium ions to avoid Al(OH)3 precipitation during deposition (R=[complexant]/[Zn] ratio
during deposition). Citrate shows a superior performance in its secondary function as a
structure directing agent to ensure dense layer growth, as opposed to the nanowire growth
observed for EDTA and NTA.

The baseline CBD AZO receipe results in the inclusion of an average ∼0.6 at.% alu-

minium in the layer as measured by ICP-MS. However, the incorporation of aluminium

does not necessarily mean that is included as an effective dopant. An atomic concentration

of 0.6% does correspond to an Al density of ∼2.5 × 1020 cm−3, the percentage included

as an effective dopant will be estimated in the following.

As deposited CBD AZO samples exhibit electron mobilities µ . 1 cm2V−1s−1 and a
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carrier density in the order of n ≈ 1 × 1018 cm−3. The term "as deposited" is applied to

samples that have been removed from the CBD bath and dried at reduced atmosphere

(∼ 1mbar) for at least one day. The conductivity of as deposited CBD samples increases

by a factor ∼ 103 upon UV treatment, caused by a combined increase in carrier density

(nUV ≈ 1.7 × 1020 cm−3) and mobility (µUV ≈ 9 cm2V−1s−1) (Table 3.3). The mechanism

responsible for the conductivity increase is addressed in chapters 4 and 5.

Table 3.3: Electrical Performance of CBD AZO, CBD n-i-d ZnO for as-deposited and
UV treated samples (Hoenle UV lamp). Average values and standard deviations are calcu-
lated for each parameter from twelve nominally identical deposition runs. The values of a
sputtered AZO reference are given for comparison.

As deposited UV treated
d [µm] ρ [Ωcm] ρ [10−3 Ωcm] n [1020 cm−3] µ [cm2V−1s−1]

CBD AZO 1.4 ± 0.1 4.1 ± 2.5 4.1 ± 0.5 1.7 ± 0.2 9.1 ± 0.8
CBD n-i-d ZnO 3.2 ± 0.2 8.5 ± 4.7 5.1 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 0.1 11.3 ± 1.1
Sputtered AZO 0.6 0.8 × 10−3 0.8 3.6 21.6

2 µm

CBD AZO CBD n-i-d ZnO

2 µm 500 nm

Sputtered AZOa) b) c)

Figure 3.7: SEM micrographs of a) CBD AZO, b) CBD n-i-d ZnO and c) sputtered AZO
reference for comparison

Non-intentionally doped (n-i-d) ZnO layers (see section 2.1.3) show only a slightly lower

carrier density (n=1.1 × 1020 cm−3) than CBD AZO. The difference in the order of 0.6

× 1020 cm−3 can be attributed to effective aluminium doping, while intrinsic defects (e.g.

oxgygen vacancies) and non-intentional hydrogen doping are presumed to account for the

non-intentional doping. The higher mobility of n-i-d layers is caused by reduced grain

boundary scattering due to the increased film thickness for the n-i-d baseline (extending

columnar growth leads to a reduced grain boundary density, see Figure 3.7). Limitation of
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electronic transport through grain boundary scattering could also be confirmed by growing

even thicker layers (9 µm thick n-i-d) where mobilities up to µ = 19.5 cm2V−1s−1 were

measured.

Figure 3.8a shows the UV-VIS transmittance and reflectance spectra of an as deposited

and a UV treated CBD AZO sample. The visible transmittance is above 80 % for both

samples, while the NIR transmission decreases significantly upon the UV treatment, caused

by free carrier absorption. The increase in carrier density is also responsible for the

enlargement of the optical bandgap (Burnstein-Moss shift). All CBD ZnO samples show

a strong [0002] texture, caused by the natural growth habit of ZnO outlined in section

1.2.3.
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Figure 3.8: a) UV-VIS transmittance and reflectance spectra of CBD AZO b) XRD
pattern of CBD AZO, indicating a strong texture, {0002} planes are oriented parallel to
the substrate plane)

3.3.2 Alternative extrinsic dopants

The inclusion of Ga as an extrinsic dopant could be realized simply by replacing Al(NO3)3

with Ga(NO3)3 in the approaches outlined in the previous section. CBD Ga:ZnO samples

showed a comparable opto-electronic performance to CBD AZO, while the growth speed

was slightly increased presumably due to the weaker action of Ga-hydroxide complexes as

a structure directing agent. An attempt was made to introduce Cl/F as extrinsic dopants
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by replacing ammonium nitrate with NH3(F,Cl) in the range [Halogen]/[Zn] = 0.02..1.3.

No significant increase in the carrier density above the value n = 1.1 ± 0.1 × 1020 cm−3 of

the n-i-d baseline was found for both halogens. While Boron is known to be an effective

dopant from CVD BZO processes (e.g. [30]), it could not be effectively included by CBD

through the addition of boric acid to the solution. If high boron concentrations were added

to the precursor solution (ratios [B]/[Zn]>0.25), boron incorporation in the layer could be

detected by XPS (∼ 0.5 at.% B) , yet no significant increase of the carrier density was

found.

3.4 Conclusions

ZnO precipitation and layer growth is initiated by the decreasing stability of mixed zinc-

ammine-hydroxide complexes with increasing temperature. Dense, [0001] textured layers

can be grown by adding citrate as a SDA, combined with the adjustment of the pH to

the range ∼ 10.7-11.2 in order to ensure the effectiveness of functional groups of citrate

in coordinating Zn ions as an SDA. A linearly increasing Al concentration during the

deposition is found to be favourable in order to grow highly conductive (ρ = 3.4 × 10−3

Ωcm) and transparent (> 80 % visible transparency) AZO thin films. Film growth is

started with a relatively low Al concentration in the solution, enabling the onset of undis-

turbed columnar grain growth. During the deposition, the Al concentration is steadily

increased, allowing for a high dopant incorporation while still maintaining the columnar

growth. An average Al ion density of ∼2.5 × 1020 cm−3 is incorporated into the layer

by co-precipitation, but only ∼ 0.6 × 1020 cm−3 is active as an extrinsic dopant after the

UV treatment of the as deposited layers. Intrinsic defects such as oxygen vacancies and

hydrogen doping contribute the major fraction donor type defects, as confirmed by n-i-d

doped layer that possess a carrier density of 1.1 × 1020 cm−3. Higher carrier density than

2 × 1020 cm−3 could not be achieved independent of the chosen precursor for the extrinsic

dopant (Al,Ga,B,F,Cl), probably due to limited incorporation of the extrinsic dopants into

the ZnO structure by co-precipitation. It is likely that excess dopant ions accumulate at

grain boundaries, however, lateral measurements across the grain with a technique such
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as atom probe tomography would be necessary in order to confirm this assumption.



4 UV illumination induced resistiv-

ity transients

The conductivity of ZnO thin films with grain boundary limited charge transport is to a

significant degree controlled by surface adsorbates (see section 1.2.2). Chapter 4 presents

a systematic investigation of the influence of physical parameters such as illumination

wavelength, photon irradiance and sample temperature on the conductivity transients

in chemical bath deposited ZnO thin films, combined with an analysis of the desorbing

species upon illumination. Based on these investigations, an optimal wavelength range to

achieve low resistivity thin films is identified. This chapter is partly based on the following

manuscript:

P. Fuchs, J. Steinhauser,Y. E. Romanyuk, A. N. Tiwari, Resistivity transients in solution-

processed transparent ZnO thin films as a function of UV illumination wavelength, Phys.

Status Solidi A, (2017), DOI 10.1002/pssa.201600853

4.1 Wavelength dependent resistivity transients

Figure 4.1 shows the resistivity transient of a CBD AZO layer upon illumination with

the broad band UVA-VIS spectrum from the Hoenle Hg lamp (See section 2.1.5). The

resistivity decreases by a factor of ∼103, which is caused by a combined increase in the

carrier density and mobility through the desorption of charged oxygen species at grain

boundaries and on the surface (For mobility and carrier density values see table 3.3).

After illumination is stopped, the resistivity remains constant as long as the sample is not

43
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exposed to atmosphere containing reactive oxygen species (e.g. H2O).

The degradation transients after UV illumination were modelled by Lagowski et al.

by means of surface photovoltage measurements on ZnO single crystals [107], and are

induced by the readsorption of oxygen species leading to the formation of Zn-(OH)x-(CO3)y
compounds on the surface and at grain boundaries (Chapter 5.1, [108,109]). The transient

in Figure 4.1 is influenced by the illumination wavelength range, sample thickness, photon

irradiance and sample temperature. In the following, these parameters are examined

separately (using the 1kW Hg(Xe) lamp as the light source).
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Figure 4.1: Resistivity transient of CBD AZO upon illumination with the full range
UVA-VIS spectrum of the Hoenle UV lamp.

Figure 4.2 presents the wavelength dependent conductivity transients of CBD n-i-d ZnO

for two sample series with different film thicknesses of 0.6 µm (a) and 2.6 µm (b). The

acquisition of the resistivity values was started 3 min before turning on the illumination for

1h (a) and 2h (b), and was continued for 10 min after exposure to monitor the immediate

degradation in air. All layers were exposed to a constant photon irradiance (Ep = 1.0 ×

1017s−1cm−2). No significant increase in the conductivity is observed when illuminating

with a photon wavelength of 546 nm. The resistivity even increases slightly over time,

which is caused by the fact that the sample was removed from a low vacuum storage (∼1

mbar) before the measurement. Starting from the wavelength of 436 nm, the conductivity

increases slowly upon illumination while the most significant increase is found for the
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wavelengths ≤ 365 nm. The resistivity values of the thick layers (Figure 4.2b) saturate at

values comparable or slightly higher to the thin layers in Figure 4.2a, with the exception

of the wavelength range λ = 365-436 nm, an effect that will be discussed later. At the

saturation point, an equilibrium between readsorption and desorption of oxygen species

in air is reached.
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Figure 4.2: Resistivity transients as a function of illumination wavelength and time
(constant photon irradiance: Ep = 1.0 × 1017s−1cm−2) for samples with a thickness of (a)
0.6 µm and (b) 2.6 µm. The symbols at the end of the transients are inserted to facilitate
curve identification and are not measurement points.

The gradual transition of the extent of illumination induced conductivity changes be-

tween 546 nm and 365 nm spectral range is not explained with the simplified model in

Figure 1.3 and was observed in several studies before, where the exact onset of the tran-

sition depends on the sample processing history [60, 110–112]. Gurwitz et al. measured

photoinduced conductivity transients on nanowires and observed a transition starting at

∼650 nm and attributed it to a "carbo-optical" reduction of the surface [112], assuming

that a lower energy is required for photolysis if carbon impurities are present to reduce

the surface. This assumption is supported by the fact that CO2 was found to be the only

species desorbing from ZnO bulk crystals as well as nanowires upon illumination [62,112].

Another cause for the gradual transition could be the formation of an electron-hole pair

through transition between deep defect levels and the band edge, as outlined in by Moaz-

zami et al. [111], although the latter did not address the role of chemisorbed adsorbates

in their analysis. For ZnO single crystals, the onset of photoconductivity was found to
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coincide with the absorption edge, as predicted by the model in Figure 1.3 [113].
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Figure 4.3: UV-VIS transmission measurement of 2.6 µm thick ZnO layers (as deposited
and UV treated), the UV lamp bandpass filters are drawn as a guide for the eye.

The resistivity transient kinetics is influenced by the penetration depth of the incoming

radiation and therefore depends on the film thickness. The absorption coefficient for the

radiation above the optical bandgap Eg is ∼1.7 × 105 cm−1 as reported for low doped

ZnO single crystals by Adachi [114], which means that 99 % of the incoming radiation is

absorbed in the top ∼0.3 µm of the layer. In general, thicker layers could achieve lower

resistivities than thin layers, as the grain boundary density is reduced with increasing

thickness due to extending columnar growth of CBD ZnO. This is not the case for wave-

length energies above Eg as the photons do not reach the grain boundaries areas located

deep in the layer. The wavelength at 365 nm is therefore the most efficient to achieve a

low resistivity for thick layers as both, absorptance and transmittance lie above 20 % (Fig-

ure 4.3), enabling the radiation to penetrate the whole layer while still locally generating

enough electron-hole pairs for the desorption of chemisorbed species. The enlargement of

the bandgap through the Burnstein-Moss shift can additionally play a beneficial role, as

it increases the penetration depth of the 365 nm wavelength with illumination time.
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4.2 Illumination in vacuum

The lowest resistivity values can be obtained by illumination in vacuum, as the read-

sorption of oxygen species is diminished. However, the resistivity level relaxes to that in

air as soon as the chamber is vented (Figure 4.4). An attempt was made to detect the
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Figure 4.4: a) Comparison of resistivity transients upon exposure in vacuum and ambient
air b) Resistivity transients as a function of photon irradiance for constant photon exposure
at a wavelength of 365 nm.

desorbing species upon illumination by attaching an mass spectrometer (MKS HPQ3S)

and outgassing the chamber at ∼60◦C until a base pressure of ∼5 × 10−9 mbar at room

temperature was reached. Then the sample was at first illuminated with the λ = 546 nm

and subsequently with λ = 365 nm in the expectation to see a clear partial pressure rise

for wavelengths shorter than the fundamental absorption edge, caused by the desorbing

species from the ZnO sample [115]. Upon illumination, a strong increase in the CO2 signal

was indeed found for wavelengths ≤ 365 nm (Figure 4.5a, note that all partial pressure

signals are normalized with respect to the CO2 signal). However, it could not be uniquely

attributed to the species desorbing from the substrate, as the signal was dominated by

a background contribution from the chamber walls. This is shown in Figure 4.5a by the

comparison of an MS acquisition run only with the glass substrate to a run with a ZnO

layer exposed to the illumination. Besides the background related species CO2 (partial

fragmentation to CO and O) and H2O/OH, no species up to m/z = 100 showed an increase
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upon illumination.

A base pressure in the order of 10−10 mbar or better is imperative to uniquely detect

species originating from the substrate [115], which could not be achieved with the setup in

this study. The desorption of species from the chamber walls due to illumination induced

heating could be reduced by maintaining the chamber at 60 ◦C during the measurement

(Note that the H2O signal increases less with illumination in the heated chamber). The

small spike in the CO2 signal indicated by the black arrow in Figure 4.5b can speculatively

be attributed to a signal from the ZnO layer, as it coincides with the conductivity transient.

An interesting feature is the drop in resistivity after illumination has been turned off

(Figure 4.5). This drop has only been prominently observed when illuminating a thick

ZnO film in vacuum at elevated temperature. It can also be observed in the transients

in Figure 4.2b, yet in those curves the the drop in resistivity is quickly overruled by an

increase caused by the readsorption of airborne oxygen species. Currently, there is no

explanation for the effect.
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4.3 Photon flux and sample temperature

Figure 4.4b shows the dependence of the resistivity transients on the applied photon

irradiance while maintaining a constant total photon exposure. Similar resistivity values

are achieved, independent of the applied photon irradiance. The kink at the end of the

transient reflects the degradation during the first ten minutes after exposure. Averaged

over several sample series, illumination at higher irradiance leads to lower resistivity values

for constant photon exposure, which can be correlated with the sample temperature during

illumination. The temperature increases from below 40 ◦C to ∼55◦C with an increase of

photon irradiance from 2.5 × 1017 to 1 × 1018 cm−2s−1 due to non-intentional heating.

The influence of the substrate temperature is shown in Figure 4.6 for the example of CBD

AZO layers which are kept at different temperatures during the exposure to the Hoenle

UV lamp for constant illumination time. The sample temperature was measured with a

thermocouple in contact with the glass substrate and represents the value at the end of

the exposure period. If the sample is placed on a surface with low thermal conductivity,

non-intentional heating increases the sample temperature to ∼140◦C. Lower temperatures

were achieved by actively cooling the sample, higher temperatures by applying additional

heating on a hotplate. Overall lower resistivity values can be achieved by heating up

to ∼140◦C, which is probably caused by the facilitated outdiffusion of desorbed species

situated at grain boundary areas deep in the layer.

Interestingly, a minimum in the resistivity is found in several transients in Figure 4.2a

as well as in Figure 4.4b. The minimum appears earlier for thin layers, indicating that

it is caused by a diffusion based mechanism. Both the mobility and carrier concentration

decrease again after the minimum is reached (Figure 4.6b). Within the resolution limit,

XPS measurements do not show the formation of additional CxOyHz surface species after

prolonged UV exposure. The appearance of the minimum could be correlated with the

out-diffusion of Na from the substrate as observed by SIMS measurements as well as XPS

measurements on the surface after prolonged exposure (Figure 4.7). Sodium is known to

be an acceptor defect in ZnO [116], therefore it could deteriorate the electrical properties.

However, the detrimental effect of Na could not be unambiguously proven as similar results
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a constant exposure time b) Carrier density and mobility as a function of photon exposure.
A resistivity minimum is observed after prolonged illumination time.

were achieved when illuminating layers deposited on boro-aluminosilicate glass with a low

alkali content (Na2O < 0.1 wt.%) and high alkali soda lime glass (Na2O ∼14 wt.%).

4.4 Conclusions

The extent of illumination induced conductivity changes starts to increase gradually be-

tween 546 nm and 365 nm spectral range, while the most significant conductivity increase

(∼factor of 102-103) is found for the wavelength energies above the optical bandgap. If

the film thickness exceeds the UV radiation penetration depth significantly, the conduc-

tivity can most effectively be increased by exposing the films to wavelengths situated in

the Urbach tail of ZnO at ∼365nm, providing sufficient absorption while still penetrating

the whole layer to desorb charged species at grain boundaries located deep in the layer.

The resistivity transients are found to be independent of the applied photon irradiance

as long as a constant photon exposure is maintained and no heating of the substrate is

taking place. Heating the substrate to ∼ 140◦C during the UV treatment is beneficial to

reach the lowest resistivity values of ∼3 × 10−3 Ωcm, presumably due to the facilitated

out-diffusion of desorbed oxygen species.
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Figure 4.7: Na out-diffusion from a soda lime glass substrate was found to coincide
with the formation of the minimum in conductivity transients. a) Positive ion SIMS
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5 Evolution of surface adsorbates: UV

and damp heat exposure

It was introduced in section 1.2.2 that a UV treatment promotes the desorption of chemi-

sorbed charged oxygen species, increasing the carrier density in the bulk and reducing

potential barriers at grain boundaries [59–61]. Furthermore, it could potentially lead

to photolysis of ZnO [113], depending on the layer composition and treatment condi-

tions [117]. Carbon impurities have in this context been proposed to facilitate photolysis

under UV illumination [62,112]. UV light can also promote the decomposition of organic

impurities, an effect which could lead to hydrogen doping of ZnO, although this is purely

speculative [45, 118]. The incomplete removal of residual organic impurities in the ZnO

layer can be detrimental for the electrical performance stability, as carbon impurities may

act as preferred adsorption sites for oxygen species (carbon oxidation) [107, 115]. The

formation of compounds of type (OH)x-Zn-(CO3)y was thereby proposed as a degrada-

tion mechanism [109], whereas the degradation kinetics depends on the temperature, film

density and the oxygen species in the atmosphere amongst other factors [108,119,120].

Although carbon impurities play an important role in both, the UV treatment and ZnO

degradation, their exact nature has not been identified. CBD AZO films can serve as a

model system to examine the role carbon impurities during the UV treatment and the

degradation in humid atmosphere. Parallel investigations are conducted on RF-sputtered

AZO as a nominally carbon-free reference. This chapter is based on the following publi-

cation:

P. Fuchs, J. Steinhauser, E. Avancini, Y. E. Romanyuk, A. N. Tiwari, Evolution of car-
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bon impurities in solution-grown and sputtered Al:ZnO thin films exposed to UV light and

damp heat degradation, RSC Advances 6, 53768-53776 (2016) [121]

5.1 FTIR of adsorbates

UV treated samples are unstable when exposed to reactive atmospheric oxygen species.

Figure 5.1a gives an overview on the resistance increase of UV treated samples exposed to

different atmospheres/temperatures. Samples exposed to damp heat (80 ◦C/85 % humidity

in a SB1 300 WEISS climate chamber) degrade very fast (factor of ∼104 resistivity increase

within hours). The onset of degradation is characterized by an immediate drop of the

mobility below the measurement limit. The decrease in carrier density can be observed

by the reduction of free carrier absorption in the near infrared (5.1b-d). Samples exposed

to 100% humidity at room temperature in the dark also degrade quickly. Encapsulated

samples (epoxy encapsulation) or samples stored in reduced atmosphere ∼ 1 mbar degrade

much slower, as predicted by the oxygen species adsorption model [59, 60].

As deposited, UV treated and damp heat treated samples were examined with FTIR

spectroscopy to characterize carbon compounds in the bulk part of the ZnO layer. Assum-

ing a refractive index of 1.9 for ZnO (assumption is valid for ZnO with a low carrier density

in the wave-number range 4000-2500 cm−1) [122], the total internal reflection condition at

the ZnO-diamond interface is not matched for the given FTIR-ATR setup. Therefore, the

whole film is probed for as deposited CBD ZnO layers while total internal reflection takes

place at the ZnO-glass interface. Characteristic peaks for citrate occur in the wavenum-

ber range 1200-1700 cm−1 (magnified region Figure 5.2a). The main peaks correspond to

two asymmetric (νas ∼ 1565/1620 cm−1) and symmetric (νs ∼ 1390/1425 cm−1) carboxy-

late R-COO− stretching vibrations. The double peaks indicate at least two coordination

states where the higher wavenumber components (1620/1425 cm−1) are attributed to a

monodentate inner sphere complex [80]. The lower wavenumber compound (1565/1390

cm−1) might reflect a bridging coordination state, showing a slightly lower peak separa-

tion (νas- νs). [123,124] Complete IR penetration into the layer is manifested by peaks at

760/905 cm−1 which are assigned to the SLG glass substrate. The small peak at ∼ 690
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Figure 5.1: a) Resistance degradation kinetics of CBD AZO/sputtered AZO samples
stored under different conditions. (b)-(d) Transmission spectra of CBD AZO/sputtered
AZO for as deposited, UV treated and damp heat exposed samples.

cm−1 comes from an Al(O-OH) compound as it is not found on n-i-d doped layers. Table

5.1 gives an overview on the attribution of all detected peaks to the respective vibration

modes and comparison to literature values. For UV treated samples the IR beam does not

probe the whole layer anymore because the increased free carrier density leads to a shift

of the reflection edge to the NIR (the complex refractive index depends besides the carrier

density on additional factors such as the volume fraction of depleted material [125]). The

incoming beam is to a significant degree reflected at the ZnO-diamond interface, while the

transmitted part is nearly fully adsorbed. Any carbon impurities lie around the detection

limit (Figure 5.2b). It will be demonstrated later that carbon compounds are still present

even though not detected by IR. The only clear peak at 580 cm−1 is attributed to ZnO

vibration modes [126]. Interestingly, this peak appears only after the UV treatment.
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Figure 5.2: FTIR spectra of CBD AZO: a) as deposited, b) UV treated, c) after damp
heat. FTIR spectra of sputtered AZO: d) as deposited, e) UV treated, f) after damp heat.
The attribution of all detected peaks to the respective vibration modes can be found in Table
5.1.
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Samples exposed to the damp heat treatment show a significant decrease in the carrier

density, which goes along with an increase in the IR transparency, thus carbon compounds

can again be measured throughout the layer (Figure 5.2c). Carboxyl impurities are found

to a significant degree, though changes in intensity ratios and new peaks indicate either

a decomposition of citrate or the adsorption of carboxyl species during the damp heat

treatment. Both, a peak at ∼ 1700 cm−1 and a broad peak around 1460 cm−1 only appear

in layers which have undergone a UV treatment before the damp heat treatment (Figure

5.2c inset)). The peak at 1700 cm−1 is attributed to free carboxylic acid group (C=O),

indicating citrate decomposition, which is in accordance with a report on thermally de-

composed zinc ammonium citrate [127]. Citrate decomposition is enabled by the presence

of ZnO as pure citrate compounds (e.g. sodium citrate tribasic) did not decompose under

the same UV treatment (See Figure 5.3a). The broad peak at 1460 cm−1 could be assigned

either to C-H vibration modes, ν(C-O) of zinc acetate hydrate [128] or zinc carbonate [129]

which would also account for the broadening of the shoulder at ∼ 1390 cm−1. UV treated

samples which were exposed to 100% humidity at room temperature in the dark showed

exactly the same vibration pattern as UV-damp heat treated samples.
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Figure 5.3: Reference compounds measured by ATR FTIR. a) sodium citrate tribasic
hydrate (no decomposition found upon UV exposure) b) zinc carbonate basic (hydrozincite).

Negative ion SIMS depth profiles of n-i-d CBD ZnO samples were acquired to confirm

the incomplete removal of carbon compounds during the UV treatment. An almost con-

stant carbon concentration is detected in the as deposited layer (Figure 5.4a). After the
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Table 5.1: List of FTIR peaks observed in this work (Figure 5.2) and literature values
for ZnO-citrate related IR vibration modes. Sodium citrate reference spectra can be found
in Figure 5.3.
Wavenumber Species and vibr. mode Wavenumber Species and vibr. Mode
[cm−1] [cm−1]

570-592 ZnO-A1LO, ZnO-E1LO [126]
1394...1410 Free νs(COO−) [80]
1390 νs(COO− Na+) [130]
1370 η1(COO−)Au [124]

690 Al-(O,OH,C), exact
compound not identified

1430 CH2 bending (citrate) [131]
1420...1490 Adsorbed νs(COO−) [80]
1392...1474 ZnCO3 modes [129]
1405 η2(COO−)Au [124]

760 SLG substrate 1580 Free νas (COO−) [80]
1568 νas (COO−Na+) [130]
1558 η2(COO−) Au bridging/

chelating [124]
860 Carboxyl species 1622 Adsorbed νas (COO−) [80]

1611 η1(COO−)Au [124]
1650 H2O [130]

905 SLG substrate (red shift as a
function of film thickness, due
to overlap with the carboxyl
species at 860 cm−1)

1725 ν(COOH) [127]

1270 CH2 wagging/twisting [80] 2000-2500 Measurement artefacts from
diamond ATR crystal

1303 Out of plane deformation (O-
H) [80]

2920/2850 C-H vibration modes

3000-3500 O-H vibrations modes
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UV treatment a slight decrease in the carbon concentration towards the surface is found

(Figure 5.4b), which agrees well with the decreased carbon concentration observed in XPS

measurements which will be discussed later. Carbon compounds are not effectively re-

moved in the bulk part of the layer, presumably due to the combined effect of limited UV

penetration depth and limited out-diffusion of carbon species. This is not in agreement

with an observation made by Wagata et al. for a similar system (spin spray deposited

ZnO layers), which can probably be attributed to different film densities or to the fact

that limited IR penetration for highly doped layers was not taken into account in that

work when conducting the FTIR measurements [45].
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Figure 5.4: Negative ion SIMS depth profile through ∼2 µm thick CBD n-i-d ZnO layers.
a) as deposited b) UV treated.

For sputtered AZO, not the whole layer is probed by the IR beam due to the high

carrier density (n ∼ 3.6 × 1020 cm−3). Carbon impurities lie below the detection limit,

the variations between as deposited (Figure 5.2d) and UV treated (Figure 5.2e) are caused

by slight distance variations in ATR crystal-sample contact. The peaks in-between 2000-

2500 cm−1 are a diamond crystal measurement artefact. Carbon species related peaks

are detected only after prolonged (>1000 h, n ∼ 3.3 × 1020 cm−3) damp heat exposure

(Figure 5.2f). However, these peaks are partially attributed to hydrocarbon impurities

originating from the damp heat chamber environment (C-H vibration modes at 2920 cm−1,

2850 cm−1, 1465 cm−1). The formation of zinc carbonate basic (Zn5(CO3)2(OH)6), which
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was suggested as a degradation product in an earlier work [109], could not be detected

for damp heat treated AZO (zinc carbonate basic would show a dominant peak at 1505

cm−1 [129, 132] for a reference spectra see Figure 5.3b). The presence of zinc carbonate

(ZnCO3) [129] is not excluded, but also not unambiguously confirmed, due to overlap with

C-H vibration modes.

5.2 XPS of adsorbates

Surface sensitive information on the type of adsorbates was acquired by XPS measure-

ments. The O1s peak reflects qualitatively very well the removal of adsorbates upon UV

treatment and the increased adsorption of oxygen species during exposure to humid atmo-

sphere (Figure 5.5). However, the O1s peak is not analyzed in detail due to peak overlap of

several Zn-C-O compounds (e.g. Zn-O (bulk): 530.5 eV [91, 133], Zn-OH: 532.0 eV [133],

C=O:532.0 eV [92], C-OH: 532.6 eV [92]) which make a reliable peak fitting very difficult.

A better estimate of the adsorbed Zn-Cx-Oy-Hz compounds can be gained from the C1s
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Figure 5.5: O1s XPS spectra reflecting qualitatively the desorption (upon UV treatment)
and adsorption (exposure to humidity) of oxygen species. Four nominally identically pro-
cessed samples are shown for each processing step.

peak. Figure 5.6 gives an overview on the carbon surface species detected at different

sample treating stages. As the adsorbed carbon species are sensitive to X-ray irradiation

(beam damage), detailed spectra were acquired before the acquisition of a survey ("as

inserted") followed by an additional detailed spectra run to estimate beam damage after
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the survey (∼ 1h x-ray exposure). For spectrum comparison, the hydrocarbon component

peaks (CxHy) species are aligned to 284.8 eV. The uncorrected CxHy position depends on

the sample treatment stage and lies in the range 285.4-286.1 eV without pre-acquisition

sputtering (see therefore B.V. Crist [93]). All peaks shift towards lower binding energy

numbers with sputtering/illumination time, which is correlating with the removal of the

adsorbate layer (irradiation for ∼1h shifts the peaks ∼0.3 eV, Ar+ sputtering for 60s shifts

∼1eV). Measures for charge compensation did not significantly alter peak positions as

compared to uncompensated samples (shifts below 0.2 eV).
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Figure 5.6: XPS C11s sputter depth profile for a) as deposited CBD AZO. b) UV treated
CBD AZO c) CBD AZO exposed to 100 % humidity at room temperature in the dark
for 122 d. Lines indicate literature peak position as a guide for the eye: CxHy: 284.8
eV (peak alignment), C-OH: 286.3 eV [92], carboxyl (O-C=O): 288.8 eV [92], carbonate
(O-C(=O)-O): 290.1 eV [134].

The C1s of as deposited samples features the expected peaks for adventitious carbon and

citrate (C-H, C-OH, COO(H,Zn), Figure 5.6a). While a strong decrease in the CxOyHz
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carbon level is observed for UV treated samples, surface carbon removal is incomplete

(Figure 5.6). Exposure to 100% relative humidity at room temperature leads to carbonate

formation (carbonate peak at ∼ 290.1 eV [92, 134], Figure 5.6c). The carbonate peak

is clearly apparent after Ar sputtering (20 s at 0.5 keV), which removes most of the

adventitious surface carbon compounds.

Figure 5.7 presents carbon compound formation on samples that were exposed to hu-

midity at elevated temperature (damp heat). Thereby, a carbonate peak is not observed

for sputtered AZO as well as CBD AZO (Figure 5.7a). The only change in chemical state

is found for the carboxyl (COO(H,Zn)) adsorbate peak of CBD AZO, which shifts from

289.0 eV (as deposited) to lower binding energies with increasing damp heat treatment

time (Figure 5.7b). This shift correlates with the surface sodium content, possibly in-

dicating the formation of a sodium carboxylate compound (the basis for this claim is a

reference spectrum of sodium citrate, where the COO-Na peak is found at 288.2 eV) [124].

While sodium carboxylate formation is caused by the particular choice of substrate (Na

out-diffusion from the soda lime glass at elevated temperature) in this study, it outlines

the much faster ion diffusion in CBD AZO when compared to sputtered AZO, where the

sodium surface concentration remained below the detection limit for up to at least 588 h

damp heat exposure.

A further measure for the direct chemical environment of Zn is the modified Auger

parameter α (α def= Binding energy (Zn2p3/2) + Kinetic energy (highest intensity ZnLMM

line)) [135], where tabulated values for Zn-Cx-Oy-Hz species are available (α(ZnO) =

2010.1-2010.3 eV, α(ZnCO3) = 2009.7-2009.8 eV, α(Zn5(OH)6(CO3)2 = 2009.4-2009.7 eV

and Zn(OH)2 = 2009.2 eV) [133,134]. To determine the kinetic energy of highest intensity

ZnLMM line, a Shirley background correction was applied to the Zn L3M4,5M4,5 peak

(Figure 5.8). Then the peak was deconvoluted into two Gaussian-Lorentzian peaks (Fit

restriction: 3.2 eV for peak separation [136, 137], the peak fine structure is neglected

[138]). The high binding energy component is selected for the modified Auger parameter

calculation. This simple fit is less accurate for highly doped layers (fit example Figure

5.8d), due to an additional shoulder contribution on the lower BE side of the most intense

Auger component, presumably caused by free electron screening effects [139], which leads
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Figure 5.7: a) C1s spectra of CBD AZO (damp heat) and sputtered AZO (as deposited,
UV treated, damp heat). The CxHy peaks of all spectra have been aligned to 284.8 eV. The
vertical lines indicate literature peak position as a guide for the eye. b) CBD AZO carboxyl
(COO(H, Na, Zn)) and Na1s peak. The shift of the carboxyl peak to lower binding energies
indicates sodium carboxylate formation upon damp heat treatment.

to a slight overestimation of the auger parameter with the given fit.

Table 5.2 presents the calculated modified Auger parameter. For as deposited and

UV treated sputtered AZO the calculated α lies at 2010.4 eV, which is in agreement or

slightly above literature values [134, 137, 140]. After Ar sputtering for 60s/0.5keV, an

Auger parameter of 2010.2 eV was measured independent of the processing history. For

as deposited CBD AZO α lies significantly lower at 2009.5 eV, indicating a Zn-carboxyl-

hydroxyl coumpound. The UV treatment increases α, probably caused by the increased

free carrier concentration, yet the value of sputtered ZnO is not reached. For damp heat

treated CBD samples the Auger parameter is not calculated here as there is a sodium Auger

contribution at ∼ 497.5 eV which prevents a reliable peak deconvolution. Qualitatively a

shift towards zinc carboxylate compounds is still apparent (Figure 5.8a).
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Figure 5.8: Zn L3M4,5M4,5 spectrum of a)CBD AZO, b) sputtered AZO. The vertical line
is a guide for the eye only. All spectra were shifted to align the Zn2p3/2 peaks to 1022.0 eV
for a graphical representation of the Auger parameter. Fit example of the auger peak for
CBD AZO (c) and sputtered AZO (d) for the determination of the highest intensity peak.
For highly doped samples the modified Auger parameter is slightly overestimated with the
given fit, due to an additional shoulder contribution from free electron screening effects on
the lower binding energy side [139].

Table 5.2: Modified Auger parameter of CBD AZO and sputtered AZO exposed to a UV
and damp heat treatment.(a)

Auger parameter As dep. [eV] UV treated [eV] Damp heat [eV]
CBD AZO 2009.5 ± 0.1 2009.7 ± 0.2 - (see text)
CBD AZO 60s Ar+ sput. 2009.7 ± 0.2 2009.8 ± 0.2 - (see text)
Sput. AZO 2010.4 ± 0.1 2010.4 ± 0.1 2009.9 ± 0.1
Sput. AZO 60s Ar+ sput. 2010.2 ± 0.1 2010.2 ± 0.1 2010.2 ± 0.1
(a) Standard deviations are calculated from measurements on three nominally identi-
cally processed/fitted samples, they do not represent absolute measurements errors.
Ar+ sputtering was conducted at 0.5 keV for 60s.
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5.3 Conclusions

A significant amount of carbon impurities stemming from the addition of citrate as a

structure directing agent is detected in as deposited CBD AZO. The post deposition

UV treatment leads to the decomposition of citrate, yet bulk carbon residuals are not

effectively removed, presumably due to limited UV penetration depth and out-diffusion.

At the same time, UV illumination desorbs charged oxygen species at grain boundaries,

increasing the carrier density and mobility, leaving the film non transparent to IR and thus

preventing direct investigation of decomposition products by means of FTIR. Considering

the compounds found in samples degraded in humid atmosphere, free carboxylic acids are

likely a citrate decomposition product. The effect of UV treatment on sputtered AZO is

negligible due to the higher carrier density, denser microstructure and lower level of carbon

impurities in the as deposited state.

CBD AZO degrades much faster than sputtered AZO which can be explained by the less

dense columnar structure of CBD AZO and the overall lower carrier density which increases

the contribution of grain boundary scattering through an increased potential barrier height

and width at grain boundaries. A degradation acceleration effect due to carbon and sodium

impurities cannot be excluded. Surface carbonate formation was observed for CBD AZO

samples exposed to 100% humidity at room temperature but not for damp heat treated

samples. Sputtered AZO degradation is accompanied by the adsorption of atmospheric

carbon but the expected final decomposition product -zinc carbonate basic- could not

unambiguously be detected after the applied damp heat tests.





6 Implementation in thin film solar

cells

This chapter assesses the compatibility of CBD ZnO layers with CIGS thin film solar cells

and organic solar cells (OPV). Section 6.1 presents the implementation in CIGS solar cells.

Complementing information to the section can be found in the following publications:

Y. E. Romanyuk, H. Hagendorfer, P. Stücheli, P. Fuchs, A. R. Uhl, C. M. Sutter-Fella,

M. Werner, S. Haass, J. Stückelberger, C. Broussillou, P.-P. Grand, V. Bermudez, and

A. N. Tiwari All Solution-Processed Chalcogenide Solar Cells - from Single Functional

Layers Towards a 13.8% Efficient CIGS Device, Advanced Functional Materials 25, 12

(2015) [141]

and

J. Steinhauser, P. Fuchs, D. Hariskos, W. Wischmann, D. Bremaud, Y. E. Romanyuk, A.

N. Tiwari Chemical Bath Deposited Zinc Oxide as Transparent Conducting Contact for

CIGS Solar cells, Proceedings 32nd EU-PVSEC, 1081-1084 (2016)

Section 6.2 is dedicated to the implementation of CBD AZO layers in organic solar cells

in inverted geometry. The study has been conducted in collaboration with the Labora-

tory of Functional Polymers at EMPA. Peter Fuchs prepared the CBD AZO layers and

conducted the electro-optical characterization thereof. Dr. Adriana Paracchino deposited

the remaining layers of the cell and conducted the solar cell characterization. Dr. Adriana

Paracchino, Dr. Harald Hagendorfer and Peter Fuchs contributed equally to the writing

of the text in section 6.2. The chapter is based on the following publication:

P. Fuchs, A. Paracchino, H. Hagendorfer, L. Kranz, T. Geiger, Y. E. Romanyuk, A. N.

67
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Tiwari, and F. Nüesch Indium-Free PTB7/PC71BM Polymer Solar Cells with Solution-

Processed Al:ZnO Electrodes on PET Substrates, International Journal of Photoenergy

2016, 1 (2016) [142]

6.1 CBD ZnO front contact for CIGS solar cells

6.1.1 Introduction

Solar cells with Cu(In,Ga)Se2 (CIGS) as an absorber material do currently possess the

highest certified conversion efficiency of µ = 22.6 % of all thin film technologies at a cell

level [143]. CIGS is a I(Cu)-III(In,Ga)-VI2(Se) compound material and acts a p-type

absorber layer. The optical absorption coefficient is in the order of 105 cm−1, enabling

close to complete light absorption through a 1-2 µm thick film. The band gap of CIS

lies at 1.04 eV. It can be increased continuously by the replacement of In atoms with Ga

(CuIn1−xGaxSe), leading to a bandgap of 1.68 eV for pure CuGaSe2. The most efficient

CIGS solar cells are found at a Ga/(Ga+In) ratio of ∼ 0.1-0.3 resulting in a bandgap of

∼1.1 - 1.2 eV. The structure of a CIGS solar cell is depicted in Figure 6.1a. Mo is chosen as

a back contact material due to its high thermal stability and consequently low diffusivity

into the CIGS layer. On top of the CIS absorber layer, a n-type CdS layer is deposited

to form the p-n junction. As CdS has a relatively low bandgap of ∼2.5 eV [144], the CdS

layer should be very thin (∼ 50 nm) in order to reduce parasitic light absorption.

The front contact consists of a highly resistive intrinsic zinc oxide (i-ZnO) layer and a

conductive AZO layer. On an industrial scale, the front contact is either deposited by sput-

tering (Al:ZnO, AZO) or chemical vapour deposition (B:ZnO, BZO) [16]. The disruptive

process chain between vacuum deposition (Mo,CIG), non-vacuum deposition(CdS) and

vacuum deposition(i-ZnO,AZO) poses difficulties for the implementation in a large scale

production line. Ideally, the CdS deposition would also be conducted by a vacuum based

process, yet this leads to performance losses as sputtering yields a non conformal coating

of the thin CdS layer on the rough CIGS absorber. Alternatively the whole window layer
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Figure 6.1: SEM micrographs of a thin film CIGS solar cell layer with (a) a sputtered
IZO/AZO front contact and (b) a CBD n-i-d ZnO front contact.

could be deposited by chemical bath deposition with the final goal to deposit the buffer

and the ZnO based window layer in the same CBD routine. This possibility is assessed in

the following.

6.1.2 Implementation in CIGS solar cells

CBD AZO was implemented as a front contact on in-house processed, co-evaporated CIGS

absorber layers with an efficiency η ∼ 14%. The studies were conducted with small cells

(area 3x3 mm2) without antireflective coating and metal grid. Prior to CBD, a zinc

ammine seed layer was applied onto the CdS surface. An average efficiency loss in the

order of ∼ 2 absolute percentages was found when implementing a CBD AZO front contact

instead of the sputtered IZO/AZO stack on these cells, caused by a combined decrease in

fill factor (FF), short circuit current (JSC) and open circuit Voltage (VOC). Figure 6.2a,b

gives a representative example for the distribution of efficiency values on a 2.5 x 2.5 cm2

sized sample. The large efficiency losses and variability of samples with a CBD AZO front

contact are caused by a several factors. First, the CBD AZO layers have a lower mobility

than sputtered AZO. Therefore, it is necessary to apply considerably thicker layers on the

solar cells to reach the necessary electrical properties, which increases NIR absorption and

therefore limits the short circuit current. Furthermore the thick CBD AZO layer poses

difficulties during mechanical cell scribing (increased possibility for shunts). The efficiency
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losses are not assumed to be caused by the fact that no separate i-ZnO layer is applied

with the CBD approach, as the inclusion of a sputtered i-ZnO layer prior to CBD did not

reduce the observed efficiency losses.
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Figure 6.2: Solar cell efficiency homogeneity for cells processed with (a) a sputtered
i-ZnO/AZO front contact and (b) a CBD AZO front contact. (c) Stability of a specific
cell with a CBD AZO front contact in air.

Caused by the degradation of the electrical properties of CBD ZnO in air, a reduction in

the solar cell fill factor is observed on the timescale of weeks when exposed to air (Figure

6.2). Degradation can be avoided by encapsulation with a moisture barrier.

Significantly higher absolute efficiencies could be obtained on larger cell areas (∼36

mm2) combined with a metallic grid to support current collection and the application of an

MgF2 antireflective coating. The highest conversion efficiency was achieved for CBD n-i-d

ZnO layers that were implemented in high efficiency solar cells received from ZSW, where

conversion efficiencies up to 17.7 % have been obtained (Figure 6.3a). EQE measurements

indicate, that the slight losses JSC are caused by the increased NIR absorption of the CBD

n-i-d ZnO front contact as compared to the sputtered AZO front contact (Figure 6.3b).

In conclusion, efficiency losses in the order of at least 1 absolute % are found when

replacing the sputtered AZO front contact in CIGS solar cells by a CBD AZO or CBD n-

i-d ZnO front contact. The losses are predominantly caused the increased NIR absorption

of the CBD ZnO front contact, which limits the short circuit current of the solar cell. The
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of the performance of the best CIGS cell with a CBD n-i-d
ZnO front contact and a reference cell with a sputtered i-ZnO/AZO front contact. a) J-V
characteristic b) External quantum efficiency.

solution chemistry and processing conditions are compatible with CIGS substrate, thus

there is no fundamental process related restriction for the application of a CBD ZnO front

contact. Given the slightly lower performance, the large variability and the significantly

lower environmental stability of the CBD ZnO front contact, it is in its current state not

a suitable replacement for the sputtered front contact.

6.2 CBD ZnO contact for organic solar cells

6.2.1 Introduction

A typical organic solar cell (OSC) consists of an electron donor polymer and an electron-

acceptor fullerene-derivative blend as absorber sandwiched between a transparent conduct-

ing window layer and hole extraction layer with work functions carefully matched (Figure

6.4a,b). In the case of OSCs in the inverted geometry the window layer is commonly a

stack of indium tin oxide (ITO) and ZnO or TiO2 to combine good conductivity (from the

ITO layer) and appropriate band gap matching (from the ZnO or TiO2 layer) [145]. With

respect to the limited indium supply, the ITO layer would ideally be replaced by a doped

ZnO layer. The implementation on flexible substrates requires processing temperatures
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<∼150 ◦C for low cost polymers such as PET. Sol-gel based procedures at lower process

temperatures (140 ◦C - 260 ◦C) have been implemented previously in organic solar cells,

yet low temperature processing resulted in an inferior electrical performances and thus re-

quire the use of ITO to compensate for the insufficient conductivity [146–149]. CBD ZnO

is applied in this work to deposit adherent, transparent and conductive Al:ZnO (AZO)

thin films on PET. The air stability of the resulting devices is examined over a few days.
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Figure 6.4: a) Schematic view of the device architecture. b) Vacuum energy level diagram
for each material used in this study. c) Chemical structure of the polymer donor PTB7
and the fullerene derivative PC71BM

6.2.2 Experimental

Preparation of AZO on PET substrates: PET foils (Melinex ST504 films by Dupont

Teijin) were Ar-plasma cleaned for 5 minutes (Diener Femto, low pressure plasma system)

for a better adherence of the AZO layer and fixed in a metal frame for further processing.

The IZO seed layer used for systematic investigations of the CBD deposition as well as the

AZO layer for the reference cells (500 nm) were deposited using RF-magnetron sputtering

at room temperature. For complete non-vacuum and low temperature processing the ZnO
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seed layer was prepared by spin coating of an AZO nanoparticle dispersion (10 mg mL−1)

in ethanol (3000 rpm, 30 sec, 2x) and drying on a hotplate at 80 ◦C for 2 min resulting in

60-80 nm thick layers. The AZO nanoparticles were synthesized by a microwave-assisted

non-aqueous sol-gel method [40]. The precursor solution was prepared as reported in [47]:

doping was conducted by co-precipitation, whereby Al ions were introduced into the solu-

tion by the immersion/corrosion of an Al foil. After deposition the substrate was washed

with deionised water and dried in a N2 stream. To enhance the electrical conductivity, a

10 min UV radiation treatment was performed using a 250 W portable Hoenle UV lamp.

Fabrication of solar cells: The PET/AZO substrates were ultra-sonicated for 1 minute

in water and isopropanol and dried in a nitrogen flow. The electron donor PTB7 and the

electron acceptor PC71BM (99%) were purchased from 1-material and Solenne, respec-

tively. The polymer blend was prepared in a glovebox as follows: two separate solutions

of 12 mg mL−1 of PTB7 and 36 mg mL−1 of PC71BM were stirred for few hours at 60 ◦C

and then mixed in the volume ratio 2:1. 3% vol of 1,8-diiodoctane was added to the blend

that was further stirred for one hour. The solution was passed through a 0.45 µm filter

and spin-coated still warm at 1000 rpm. The active layer thickness was between 85 and 95

nm. The hole extraction layer consisted of 15 nm of thermally evaporated MoO3 (Sigma

Aldrich 99.99%). Cells were completed by evaporating Ag (Cerac, 99.99%) electrodes (80

nm) through a shadow mask defining eight cells per substrate. The thermal evaporations

were carried out in the same vacuum chamber (5 x 10−6 mbar) with deposition a rate of

0.2 Å s−1 for MoO3 and up to 2 Å s−1 for Ag.

Characterization and measurement: An air-tight transfer box was used to measure

the J-V characteristics outside the glove box on a calibrated solar simulator (Spectra Nova)

using a Xe lamp with 100 mW cm−2 simulated AM1.5 solar irradiation. The cell area was

between 5 and 7mm2. The external quantum efficiency (EQE) of the solar cells was mea-

sured with a lock-in amplifier. A chopped white light source (900 W halogen lamp, 360

Hz) and a dual grating monochromator generated the probing beam. A certified mono-

crystalline Si cell was used as the reference cell. Absorbance was measured with a Varian

Cary 50 using a glass substrate as baseline, and transmittance with a Shimadzu UV-3600

UV-Vis spectrophotometer against air reference.
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6.2.3 Implementation in organic solar cells

Adherent and transparent CBD AZO layers (Figure 6.5a) were applied on PET substrates

resulting in a sheet resistance of 40 Ωsq for 1.5 - 2 µm thick films. CBD AZO films on PET

exhibited a rms roughness of 5.8 nm (Figure 6.5b). Such a smooth surface permitted direct

spin coating of the photoactive layer on top. The photoactive layer of choice (Figure 6.4c)

consists of a blend of [6,6]-phenyl C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) and the low-

bandgap semiconducting polythieno[3,4-b]thiophene-co-benzodithiophene (PTB7). MoO3

is used as hole extraction layer. When exposed to air after deposition, a change of sur-

face stoichiometry lowers the work function of MoO3 from -6.9 eV to about -5.4 eV,

providing a good energy alignment to the HOMO level of most electron-donor poly-

mers [150]. Recent publications demonstrated that solution-processed MoO3 can replace

thermally-evaporated MoO3 in organic solar cells, thanks to the similar work-function

value [151–156]. Furthermore increased stability has been reported when employing a

MoO3 top layer [157]. Thus, already a few nm thin layer can serve as a hole extraction

layer and protective layer at once.

A photograph and SEM cross-section of the final device is presented in Figure 6.5c and

d. The current-voltage curves and the photovoltaic parameters for devices with a RF

magnetron sputtered AZO reference (500 nm, 25 Ωsq) on glass and CBD AZO on glass

and PET are shown in Figure 6.6a and b, respectively. For the reference cell the power

conversion efficiency η was 7.6% for the best device, with an average value of 6.8% (n=6).

The device with AZO deposited by the CBD process showed a lower shunt resistance,

therefore a lower fill factor (FF). The cells reached 6.9% with an average value of 5.2%

(n=6). The best cell on PET reached η = 6.4% . As compared to the sputtered AZO, the

fairly thick edge of the solution deposited AZO might be difficult to coat with the thin

active layer (80-90 nm), creating alternative current pathways.

The polymer PTB7, as Benzo-dithiophene-based conjugated polymers in general, has

been reported to be unstable when exposed to oxygen and light with an irreversible color

change from blue to yellow [158, 159]. This is due to a photochemical reaction of the

benzodithiophene unit with oxygen molecules at the excited state, causing the disruption
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Figure 6.5: a) UV-VIS transmission spectrum of CBD-AZO on PET and of the photoac-
tive layer on CBD-AZO. b) AFM topography measurements of an AZO layer on PET foil
(2x2 µm). c) Photograph of solar cells with solution processed AZO on PET polymer foil
substrate. d) SEM cross-section of the device on PET foil.

of the conjugation system. Consequently, degradation is not expected to occur if the

polymer is sandwiched between two continuous oxygen barrier layers. AZO and MoO3

can effectively serve this function, the latter being only 15 nm thick. In previous works,

stability under air storage, and not under working conditions, was investigated for cells

with inverted and regular geometry [157, 160, 161]. To simulate more realistic conditions

the stability under illumination and air simultaneously is tested. As shown in Figure 6.6c,

a rapid increase of Voc goes along with a progressively disappearing S-shape in the IV

curve after the first minutes of irradiation. Over time also FF and η greatly increase

exceeding over 120% of the initial value after 2.5 hours and being constant upon further

illumination. In contrast, the short circuit current (Jsc) decreased slightly over time,
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maintaining 97% of the initial value after 10 hours of illumination. After a period of storage

in air under ambient light, the S-shape was recovered and again gradually disappeared

under illumination. This improvement most likely arises from the enhanced conductivity of

one or both of the metal oxides films under light [162,163]. This results in an improvement

of the electronic interface between one or both metal oxides and the organic material,

reducing charge accumulation at the metal oxide/organic interface. Despite the stable

photovoltaic performance of the devices, in the region of the substrate not covered by

the MoO3 thin layer a color change from the initial green color of the donor-acceptor

blend to ochre was observed already after a few hours of irradiation. This is confirmed

by the absorbance spectra (Figure 6.6d) where unprotected PTB7:PCBM blend exhibit a

reduction of the PTB7 absorption peaks at 620 and 680 nm. The color stayed unaltered

where MoO3 was present, indicating that MoO3 protected the polymer underneath against

the photochemical degradation.

In conclusion, AZO was grown at low temperature on PET substrates and combined

with organic PTB7/PC71BM absorber layers to form indium-free OPV devices with an

efficiency up to 6.4 %. Both, the 15 nm thin MoO3 back contact and the 1.5-2 µm thick

AZO front contact were effectively serving as a moisture barrier when storing the device

for 15 days in air.
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Figure 6.6: a) Current-voltage curves for the best devices with AZO sputtered on glass,
solution deposited AZO on glass and solution processed AZO on PET foil. Inset: Ex-
ternal quantum efficiency (EQE) for a cell on PET foil. b) Photovoltaic parameters for
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layer before irradiation (solid curve) and after 10-h irradiation in nitrogen (dotted curve).
The interference fringes are due to the AZO layer.





7 Closing remarks and outlook

This thesis is dedicated to the chemical bath deposition of transparent conductive ZnO

thin films and their implementation in thin film solar cells.

ZnO layers with a visible transparency T > 80% and resistivites down to 3 × 10−3

Ωcm were grown by CBD using citrate as a SDA at a solution pH ∼ 11.1. After a UV

treatment, the layers exhibit carrier densities up to 2 × 1020 cm−3 for CBD AZO and

mobilities up to 20 cm2V−1s−1 for n-i-d ZnO. The Al concentration in CBD AZO layers

is controlled by the co-precipitation probability of the Al ions, which can be tuned by the

[Al]/[Zn] ratio in the CBD solution. Al is most effectively incorporated by supplying Al

gradually during the CBD, enabling undisturbed ZnO growth in the early process stage,

while maintaining an overall high dopant incorporation (∼ 0.6 at.%). Only approximately

one quarter of Al ions in CBD AZO layers are effective donors after the UV treatment,

either because part of the Al donors remain compensated by chemisorbed oxygen surface

species or because a significant part of Al ions is not build into the ZnO structure as

a donor type defect (e.g. accumulation at grain boundaries). A higher carrier density

than ∼2 × 1020 cm−3 could not be achieved, independent of the chosen precursor for the

extrinsic dopant (Al,Ga,B,F,Cl).

Citrate is added as a SDA and as a complexant to avoid hydroxide precipitation of

trivalent dopant ions (Al,Ga). In principle it would be desirable to reduce the amount

of organic additives during CBD, in order to avoid accumulation of organic impurities

at grain boundaries and subsequent electronic transport limitation. Future studies could

focus on the topic of inorganic SDA, where Cd, Cl, Mg, and Cu ions are already known

to promote dense layer growth. An example for the potential of other metal ion SDA’s is

79
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shown in Figure 7.1. Dense ZnO layers without the typical extended grain morphology can

be obtained by adding low concentrations of cerium citrate to the CBD solution ([Ce]/[Zn]

= 0.01, 0.4 mM Ce, 3.6 mM citrate). While the resulting layers are poorly conductive

and further susceptible to crack formation upon UV treatment and thus not suitable as

a TCO, the mechanism responsible for the significant morphology change would be still

interesting to study.

1 μm

[Ce]/[Zn] ~ 0.01

1 μm

[Ce]/[Zn] ~ 0.01a) b)

Figure 7.1: SEM micrographs of CBD ZnO layers deposited with cerium citrate as a
structure directing agent: a) as deposited b) UV treated

In order to avoid a high temperature post deposition treatment, a UV treatment is

applied to improve the conductivity of as deposited layer, maintaining the processing tem-

peratures below 150 ◦C throughout the process chain. The conductivity of as deposited

CBD ZnO sample increases by up to a factor of 103 upon illumination, caused by the des-

orption of chemisorbed oxygen species at grain boundaries/on the surface and probably

through the formation of donor defects such as hydrogen doping and oxygen vacancies.

The extent of illumination induced conductivity changes starts to increase gradually be-

tween 546 nm and 365 nm spectral range, while the most significant conductivity increase

(∼factor of 102-103) is found for the wavelength energies above the optical bandgap. An

attempt was made to detect the desorbing species as a function of illumination wavelength

by mass spectrometry measurements in vacuum. While the CO2 signal showed a significant

spike for wavelengths ≤ 365 nm, the signal was dominated by a background contribution

from the chamber walls and the deconvolution of the signal contribution from the ZnO

layer could not be reliably conducted at the lowest accessible vacuum chamber pressure of
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∼ 5 × 10−9 mbar. Further experiments under ultra-high vacuum conditions (low ∼ 10−10

mbar) would provide more insight into the desorption mechanism.

If the film thickness exceeds the UV radiation penetration depth significantly, the con-

ductivity can most effectively be increased by exposing the films to wavelengths situated in

the Urbach tail of ZnO at ∼365nm, providing sufficient absorption while still penetrating

the whole layer to desorb charged species at grain boundaries located deep in the layer.

The resistivity transients are found to be independent of the applied photon irradiance

as long as a constant photon exposure is maintained and no heating of the substrate is

taking place. Heating the substrate to ∼ 140◦C during the UV treatment is beneficial to

reach the lowest resistivity values of ∼3 x 10−3 Ωcm, presumable due to the facilitated

out-diffusion of chemisorbed species.

The post deposition UV treatment leads to the decomposition of citrate impurities,

yet FTIR and SIMS measurments indicate that bulk carbon residuals are not effectively

removed, presumably due to limited UV penetration depth and incomplete out-diffusion.

As the addition of citrate is a necessity during CBD in basic solutions, more effective post

deposition treatments are needed in order to reduce the carbon contaminant concentration

at grain boundaries. Improvements could potentially be achieved by the application a high

power flash light post deposition treatment (Energy pulses > 1 J cm−2 on the timescale

of miliseconds). Flash light exposure would allow the treatment of layers at locally high

temperature, while avoiding detrimental overheating of temperature sensitive substrates.

The degradation of CBD AZO in humid atmosphere is induced through the adsorption

of oxygen species at grain boundaries and on the surface. CBD AZO degrades much

faster than sputtered AZO which can be explained by the less dense columnar structure of

CBD AZO and the overall lower carrier density which increases the contribution of grain

boundary scattering. Surface carbonate formation was observed for CBD AZO samples

exposed to 100% humidity at room temperature but not for damp heat treated samples.

A degradation acceleration effect due to carbon impurities cannot be excluded, yet there

was no direct proof possible due to the limited access to carbon species in UV treated

layers by FTIR measurements (complete absorption/reflection of the IR beam for layers
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with a high carrier density).

Degradation in humid atmosphere is a fundamental problem for any ZnO based TCO, in-

dependent of the deposition method. The degradation kinetics could be reduced/hindered

by taking process engineering measures such as ensuring a more dense morphology with a

lower grain boundary density through a heat treatment, by the application of a thin metal

oxide water barrier (e.g. Al2O3) on top of the layer or through complete encapsulation of

the layer (e.g. water barrier polymers). An increase in carrier density can also contribute

to enhance the stability as it decreases the contribution of grain boundary scattering.

A maximum photovoltaic energy conversion efficiency of 17.7 % is achieved for a CIGS

solar cell with a CBD ZnO front electrical contact, which is approximately 1 absolute

percentage lower than the reference with a sputtered AZO front contact. Given the lower

performance and the lower environmental stability of the CBD ZnO front contact, it is in

its current state not a best suitable replacement for the sputtered front contact. But could

CBD ZnO be considered a viable alternative to CVD BZO/ sputtered AZO in CIGS solar

cells if an equal performance with regard to efficiency and stability would be achieved?

To answer this question, the economic feasibility was assessed by the CIGS solar cell

manufacturer FLISOM, assuming a similar cost structure for CBD ZnO as for CBD CdS,

which is an established industrial process. Direct scale-up of the current state of the art

CBD ZnO process to a 100 MW production plant would result in a cost increase of ∼40

% compared to a sputtered front contact [164]. The cost increase is mainly caused by

the long deposition time (in the order of 1h) of CBD ZnO, which requires high capital

investment in deposition machines to maintain the same throughput as for the previous

layers in the deposition chain (Mo, CIGS, CdS).

From a cost point of view, CBD ZnO would only be potentially advantageous if the

deposition times could be reduced to maximum of 5 minutes, while maintaining the same

or better solar cell performance as for sputtered AZO. Fast deposition rates are achieved

with a high degree of supersaturation in the CBD solution. The intrinsic drawback of

high supersaturation is that it makes the solution susceptible for undesired homogeneous

nucleation. Colloids formed by homogeneous precipitation can get incorporated into the
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layer, leading to an unfavourable morphology/crystalline quality. As the temperature

window for solely heterogeneous precipitation is too narrow in the zinc-ammine system

to provide founded prospects for faster deposition rates while maintaining a low defect

density in the layers, future challenges lie in the development of novel solution chemistry

systems with alternative zinc complexants.
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